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BENELLI® offers the largest
selection of semi-automatic
shotguns in the world; no
other company even comes
close. There are more than
120 different models to
choose from. Benelli offers
dozens of different
waterfowl models, but
there’s a whole lot more.
There are turkey guns,
youth guns and youth
turkey guns. You’ll find
the perfect pheasant gun,
a feather-light 20-ga. for
quail, woodcock and
grouse. There are target
guns, tactical guns and a
shotgun for the Marine Corps.
Benelli shotguns come with
fancy walnut, synthetic and
camo stocks, CrioChokes ,™
ported, cantilevered and
rifled barrels. There are
even more than a dozen
left-handed models. Benelli’s
innovations in design,
technology and manufacturing
are cutting edge and always
will be, because with a
Benelli, you should expect
every feature you need and
none that you don’t.
No matter your sport,
Benell’s got your gun.
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I N E R T I A

D R I V E N™

Inertia Driven ™ is the Best Operating
System Ever Devised — Period!
• SIMPLE — Inertia Driven ™ is simple
with only three primary parts: the bolt
body, the inertia spring and the rotating
bolt head. Simple is better.
• FASTER — With a greatly reduced
mass of parts Inertia Driven ™ is faster.
• CLEANER — Gas, smoke and burnt
powder stay in the barrel where they
belong, rather than being channeled
into the gun’s mechanism, as they are
in gas systems.
• STRONG — The massive steel locking
lugs on the Inertia Driven ™ system’s
rotating bolt head not only lock steel-tosteel into the gun’s barrel; the lugs are
locked-in tighter during firing.
• LOW MAINTENANCE — The
Inertia Driven ™ system is much cleaner
so gun cleanup takes a fraction of

S Y S T E M

the time that it takes to clean a
gas system gun.
• LIGHT WEIGHT — The Inertia
Driven ™ system is not only incredibly
simple; it is also lightweight, allowing
Benelli shotguns to be some of the
lightest semi-automatic shotguns
ever produced.
• PERFECT BALANCE — With no
springs, action bar linkage or heavy gas
cylinder under the fore-end, Benelli’s
Inertia Driven ™ shotguns balance like a
fine game gun should.
• RELIABLE — The Inertia Driven ™
system never needs adjusting and will
cycle anything from field loads to 3½˝
magnums with consistent reliability,
year, after year, after year. In fact, there
are Inertia Driven ™ Benelli shotguns that
have fired over 350,000 rounds, still in
the field and functioning perfectly.

B E N E L L I ’ S

I N E R T I A

D R I V E N

™

S Y S T E M

Step One: Chambering
As the bolt assembly moves into
battery, the locking head pin
moves along a curved track in
the bolt body to rotate the steel
bolt head into engagement with
the steel barrel extension. The
cartridge drop lever is down, its
red dot indicating that the
gun is cocked.

Cartridge drop lever (Works three ways:)

1

1 Pulling back on the operating bolt handle and pressing the
cartridge drop lever locks the bolt to the rear.
2 With bolt forward, pressing it releases a shell onto the carrier.
3 Visibility of the red dot indicates the hammer is cocked.

2

Step Two: Firing
When the trigger is pulled, every part of the shotgun except the bolt body moves rearward. The
curved track in the bolt body, which is moving forward relative to the rest of the gun, presses against
the locking head pin, turning the bolt head even tighter into the barrel extension. At the same time, the inertia spring is
compressed between bolt head and body. The cartridge drop lever moves up, allowing a shell to move from the magazine
to the carrier.

3

Step Three: Recoil
Near the end of the recoil cycle, chamber pressure

Shell is released from the
magazine onto the carrier
in preparation for loading.

drops to a safe level and the gun’s rearward motion slows. The heavy inertia spring
then thrusts the bolt assembly rearward, unlocking the rotating bolt head, extracting
the spent shell from the chamber and pulling it against the ejector.

4

Step Four: Ejection
As the empty shell exits the receiver, the energy of the moving
bolt assembly recocks the hammer and compresses the recoil spring
in the buttstock. The recoil spring then thrusts the bolt assembly forward, lifting the
on-coming shell into position and chambering a fresh cartridge. The gun is ready to fire
again in a fraction of a second!
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Constructed from a shock absorbing synthetic
material developed for the medical industry,
the ComforTech™ recoil pad is ergonomically
designed to fit the shooter’s shoulder pocket.
Consequently, the ComforTech™ gel buttpad
spreads energy over a wider area than
conventional butt pads to greatly reduce
felt recoil.

BENELLI ENGINEERS developed
specialized machinery to accurately
measure and graph recoil.

Newton’s Third Law –
“For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.”

R E C O I L

AirTouch™ dimpled checkering design
provides secure wet/dry grip.

BENELLI’S SHIM KIT
One secret to shooting a shotgun
well is having a gun that fits you.
With the Benelli shim kit that
comes with the ComforTech ™
stock, custom fitting couldn’t be
easier. The Benelli shim kit can
add cast-on or cast-off and
raise or lower the
stock’s comb.
Also, different
thicknesses of
recoil pads are
available to adjust
length of pull.

BENELLI’S ComforTech ™ system
revolutionizes firearms technology. For
centuries, the laws of physics have defined
shooting comfort. If you wanted less
recoil, your choices were to make the shot
charge lighter or the gun heavier. One
limited on-target effectiveness, the other
the speed and liveliness of the shotgun.
You can’t repeal the laws of physics, but
sometimes you can fool Mother Nature.
Benelli reached outside the firearms
industry to materials scientists, computer
specialists and design engineers to take a
fresh look at recoil and how to tame it.
The result? A new stock system that
reduces felt recoil by as much as 48 percent
over the competition!
It’s often said there’s nothing new in
guns, but the ComforTech ™ system is
unlike anything ever seen before.
Previous generations of firearms
designers never had access to the
computer modeling, high-speed
photography and state-of-the-art

S Y S T E M
synthetics that
make this
revolution in
shooting comfort
possible.
How the
competition stacks up
against the ComforTech ™ system:
• Weight comparison – the
competition weighs 13% to 15% more
(on average – that is a pound or more!)
• Recoil comparison – the
competition kicks up to 48% harder.
• Muzzle climb comparison –
the competition recovers as much as
69% slower.
To put it simply, Benelli engineers have
created the lightest, softest kicking
shotgun on earth. It gets back on target
faster than any other and don’t forget,
Benelli is already the fastest cycling
auto-loading shotgun in the world!
At Benelli, we can’t break the laws of
physics, but we can bend them just a little.

To test durability the stock was subjected to
100,000 brutal cycles with the recoil pad
removed in a fixture exerting 20% more force
than the most powerful 3½˝ Magnum loads
available. Testing was conducted at temperature
extremes ranging from 150° F to -75° F.
In the end the ComforTech ™ stock looked and
performed as well as it did when new!

Synthetic
Recoil-Absorbing
Chevrons

C O M F O R T E C H

™

S T O C K
Maximum Stress

THE COMFORTECH™ STOCK is split diagonally

Minimum Stress

from the heel of the buttstock to a point just behind
the pistol grip. Connecting the two pieces are eleven
synthetic recoil-absorbing chevrons that form a highly
effective recoil barrier.
COMPUTER SIMULATION showed Benelli engineers the path
of recoil (blue areas are minimum stress) through a gun stock.
The ComforTech ™ stock was computer designed so even the exterior shell flexes to dampen recoil.

C O M F O R T E C H

R E C O I L
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BENELLI ENGINEERS developed specialized machinery to
measure and graph recoil. Here a Benelli Super Black Eagle is
plotted along with an SBE II with ComforTech ™. A dramatic
reduction with ComforTech™ can be seen in all three peaks of
recoil — firing, bolt cocking the hammer and the end of bolt travel.
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The Super Black Eagle II does what many thought was impossible; it is
both the lightest gun in its class and the softest-kicking. Imagine how fresh
you’ll be at the end of a long hunting day with that combination!

benelliusa.com
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Left buttpad

Right buttpad

Maximum Stress

Old Style

Minimum Stress

Maximum Stress

Gel Pad

Minimum Stress

The ergonomics of the gel recoil pad are so carefully
engineered that there are separate versions for left- and
right-handed shooters. The pad is shaped to conform to
the contours of the shoulder for maximum contact.

The gel pad puts more shock-absorbing material against your shoulder to spread recoil. There are no hard
inner structures to jab against you. It’s like having a pillow against your shoulder rather than a board.

C O M F O R T E C H

™

S Y S T E M

R E D U C E S

M U Z Z L E

C L I M B

The ComforTechTM system reduces muzzle climb by a full 15%, when compared to the original
Super Black Eagle. You’ll be back on target for a follow-up shot before you know it!
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Forget about losing sight of a fleeing flock. You’ll get 15% less muzzle
climb and 20% faster recovery with the Super Black Eagle II. Bagging
doubles will become the rule, not the exception.
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They’ll wonder how you do it. You’ll know the reason is that your
recovery time is as much as 69% faster than competitive shotguns.
You’ll bag birds while they’re still trying to get back on target.

™

The CrioTechTM system combines a barrel frozen to -300° F with a specially designed longer choke tube that is also cryogenically treated.
The result is a denser, more uniform pattern with up to 13.2% more pellets on target.

Cryogenic physics has discovered that strange things happen when matter is
taken to temperatures of -300° F; gases become liquids, ceramics become
conductors of electricity and steel is changed at the molecular level.
When a Benelli barrel is cryogenically frozen, all of the stresses caused
by hammer forging are relieved and the surface of the bore takes on a more
even-grained, slicker surface that offers less resistance to wads and shot
charges. With a smoother and more uniform surface Benelli Crio TM barrels
not only pattern better they stay cleaner.
CrioChokes TM are the second part of the Benelli Crio TM system. Extra
long choke tubes, with a more gradual constriction, coupled with the slick
surface caused by the Crio TM treatment puts more pellets on target. The
Benelli Crio TM system improves patterns by as much as 13.2% and yields
denser, more uniform shot patterns.
B E N E L L I ’ S
Cryogenically Treated

Untreated

C R I O™

S Y S T E M

PATTERN COMPARISON

S Y S T E M

Pattern Performance
Federal 3 1/2" 12-Gauge, 1 1/8 oz.

80

SBE II
Competitor A
Competitor B
Competitor C

70
% pellets on the target

C R I O T E C H™

60

43.1%

40

20
10

Center Circle 15"

Circle 15" to 30"

30"
15" to 30"

15"

Outer Circle 30"

When compared to the competition, the new CrioTM barrel
puts 13.2% more pellets in a 30” circle. That’s bird-busting
power you’ll see in the field! This sort of pattern performance
once required special barrels and aftermarket choke tubes.
With the Super Black Eagle II, you get it right out of the box!

T E C H N O L O G Y

Untreated

41.7%
40.7%
38.5%

28.5%
26.1%
25.6%
19.8%

CRIOCHOKE™ SYSTEM

BETTER
SH O T P A T T E R N
With high speed cameras
Benelli engineers caught test
patterns in flight. CrioTM
barrels and chokes threw
patterns with substantially
denser and more uniform
shot patterns than common
shotgun barrels.

67.3%
66.7%
58.3%

50

30

71.5%

The specially designed longer choke tubes
of the CrioChokeTM system allows for more
gradual constriction of the shot charge, which
reduces pellet deformation.
Frozen to -300 ° F CrioChokesTM
have a more evenly grained and
slicker surface that provides less
resistance to the shot charge
as it passes through. When
coupled with a CrioTM barrel,
the result is as much as 13.2%
more pellets on target.

Cryogenically Treated

WH Y FREEZE A BARREL?
Hammer-forging induces stresses in the barrel steel
caused by an uneven grain structure (left). Freezing
the barrel to -300° F changes the steel at the
molecular level, leaving a more even grain structure.
The result? The barrel flexes more predictably
and has a smoother bore surface that resists fouling.
Standard
Choke

CrioChoke™

benelliusa.com
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C o m f o r T e C h™

Shown above is the Super Black Eagle II, ComforTech™ in Advantage®
Max-4™ camo, with optional short ComforTech™ Gel Recoil Pad.

S ta n da r d Fe atu r eS
Standard Set of Choke tubeS
C, IC, M, IM, F (CrioChokes™).
D
For easy installation of scopes or dot sights.
CoMforteCh™ GunS come standard
with ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock
system and special AirTouch™ grip.
H
O p ti O n a l Fe atu r eS

The Super Black Eagle II
sets the standard for
styling, versatility and
performance by which
all other semi-auto
shotguns are judged.
At the cutting edge of
technology and design, the
Super Black Eagle II is based
around the proven Benelli Inertia
Driven™ bolt mechanism that allows
the Super Black Eagle II to shoot 2¾˝, 3˝
and even 3½˝ magnum ammunition with no
adjustments and incredible speed and
reliability. In addition, the Super Black Eagle II
incorporates new advanced technology and
some down-to-earth basic improvements,
such as drilled and tapped receivers.
The new ComforTech™ system reduces
recoil up to 48% over the competition,
without adding any moving parts or
weight. Compared to competing
brands the Benelli weighs 13 to
15% less — on average, that’s
more than a pound less!

R
Provides additional comb height for
target shooting.
CoMforteCh™ Gel padS Benelli’s
ComforTech™ gel pads come in three
thicknesses to adjust length-of-pull from
13 1/2 ,̋ 14˝ to 14 3/8 .̋

The ComforTech ™ system also reduces
muzzle climb by 15%. For fast follow-up shots,
this allows the shooter to get back on target up
to 69% faster than the competition.
The Crio ™ barrel is frozen
to –300° F which relieves
stresses left over from
hammer-forging.
The result? The barrel
flexes consistently, shot
after shot. It also produces a
smoother bore that stays cleaner
and offers less resistance to the wad and shot
producing denser, more uniform shot patterns.
A new buttpad made of a shock-absorbing
gel, originally developed for the medical
industry, works with the ComforTech™ system
to soak up recoil. Benelli engineers used
extensive computer modeling to create an
ergonomic design so refined that left- and
right-handers have entirely different recoil pads.
A new corrosion resistant recoil spring and
guide remain free of rust and ride in a new recoil
tube that is easily cleaned by removing the
quick-detachable recoil pad.

Optional Short Pad
13 1/2˝ L.O.P.
Optional Medium Pad
14˝ L.O.P.
Standard Pad
14 3/8˝ L.O.P.

Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.

Super Black eagle ii, Comfortech™ — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

Super Black eagle ii, Comfortech™ — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Max 4 HD™ Camo

Super Black eagle ii, Comfortech™ — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

Super Black eagle ii, non-Comfortech™ — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Satin Walnut

The Super Black Eagle II’s stylish
design is design with a purpose.
The trigger guard has 30% more
room, so even in the coldest waterfowling weather, the heaviest
gloved finger will fit easily.
A dimpled grip checkering pattern called AirTouch™
gives the shooter a firm grasp on the pistol grip and
fore-end, hot or cold, wet or dry.

benelliusa.com



Shown above is the M2 Field ComforTech™ in Black Synthetic.

A set of shims included.

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
STANDARD SET OF CHOKE TUBES
C, IC, M, IM, F (CrioChokes™ not
available for M1 Field).
COMFORTECH™ GUNS come standard
with ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock
system, special AirTouch™ grip and
CrioTech™ barrels for longer life.
SET OF SHIMS provides easy adjustment
of drop and cast.
HARD CASE
O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
COMFORTECH™ GEL PADS The optional
gel pads allow you to adjust the
length-of-pull on the M2 Field from the
standard 14 3/8˝ L.O.P. to 14˝and 131/2 .̋
OPTIONAL BARRELS are availabe in a
variety of lengths and three finishes.
Offered for both field and slug guns.
For further information see page 45.

The M2 is the workhorse of
the Benelli semi-auto line.
Light, nimble, but ruggedly
built, the Benelli M2 is built
around the ultra reliable
Inertia Driven TM bolt mechanism.
The Inertia Driven TM system allows
the M2 to digest nearly any 12-ga.
cartridge, from 2¾˝ target loads to the
heaviest 3” magnums.
Benelli engineers have also adapted the
ComforTech TM recoil system for the M2.
This revolutionary system reduces felt recoil
by up to 48%, and cuts muzzle climb by
15%. When combined, this puts the
shooter back on target up to 69% faster
The corrosion resistant recoil tube
and stainless steel spring can be
accessed easily by removing the
quick-detachable recoil pad.

than with any other comparable
semi-auto shotgun. The M2 is not
only faster, but with the new
ComforTech TM system, it’s arguably
the most comfortable shotgun you
will ever shoot.
To put more pellets on target
the M2’s barrel and chokes are Crio TM
treated, frozen to -300° F, which changes
the bore surface at the molecular level
making it more uniform and relieving
stresses in the steel. The end result is a
denser and more uniform pattern that puts
up to 13.2% more pellets on target.
The M2 is a workhorse with the speed
of a thoroughbred.

The newly designed trigger guard
and safety are a blend of style
and function that comes together
on the Benelli M2.

The AirTouch™ dimple checkering
pattern on the M2’s pistol grip and
fore-end gives a secure grip, in any
kind of weather.

M2 Field, ComforTechTM — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber HD™

M2 Field, ComforTechTM — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Max-4™

M2 Field, Non-ComforTechTM — 12-ga, 3˝
Satin Walnut

M1 Field — 20-ga, 3˝
Synthetic

Keep finger outside of trigger guard until ready to fire.

benelliusa.com
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S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
SET OF EXTENDED CRIOCHOKE™
TUBES C, IC, M, IM, F
COMFORTECH™ GUNS come standard
with a ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock
system, special AirTouch™ grip and
CrioTech™ barrels for longer life.
PORTED BARREL eliminates muzzle
climb for faster second target acquisition.
SET OF SHIMS provide easy adjustment
of drop and cast.

Inspired by the high volume
dove shooting found
around Cordoba,
Argentina, Benelli
engineers designed the
Cordoba as a lightning fast
hunting gun with all the
advanced features of a serious
sporting clays shotgun. Incorporated
into the new Cordoba is the 10mm sporting
rib favored by competition shooters and
porting to keep barrel climb to a minimum.
The ComforTechTM stock cushions the blow
when ammo isn’t measured in boxes but
by cases in an afternoon. The ComforTechTM

system also helps
reduce barrel climb and
puts the shooter back on target
69% faster, so that the new
Cordoba just may be the fastest
field gun ever built. A Crio TM
barrel and extended CrioChoke TM
tubes put more pellets on target
and the whole package is finished in
matte black, so a reflected flash won’t
give you away.
The new Cordoba is a crossover
shotgun that’s fast in the field and at home
on a sporting clays range; it might just be
the best idea to ever come out of Benelli.

HARD CASE
O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES

Extra High
Comb
Raised
Comb

RAISED GEL COMB INSERT
Provides additional comb height for
target shooting.
COMFORTECH™ GEL PADS come in
three thicknesses to adjust length-of-pull
from 13 1/2 ,̋ 14˝ out to 14 3/8 .̋
(Specify right- or left-hand).

Standard
Comb

Optional
Short Pad
13 1/2˝ L.O.P.
Standard Pad
14 3/8˝ L.O.P.

Optional
Medium Pad
14˝ L.O.P.

Extended CrioChokes™
reduce pellet deformation
for better clay busting
performance. The ported
barrel combined with the
ComforTech™ system
nearly eliminates muzzle
climb allowing for fast
second target acquisition.
A high-visibility red bar sight
and 10 to 8mm tapered
stepped rib, provides fast and
consistent sight alignment.
Transport your firearms unloaded and with actions open.

B E N E L L I ’ S

C R I O

S Y S T E M

T E C H N O L O G Y

BETTER PATTERNS are why the Cordoba, SuperSport and Sport II
barrels are subjected to ultra-cold cryogenic treatment. With the
CrioTM barrel, shot strings are more evenly distributed, putting more
game-busting pellets on target!
Untreated

Cryogenically Treated
Untreated

Cryogenically Treated

HAMMER-FORGING, like other barrel-making processes, leaves
stresses in the steel that can cause the barrel to flex unpredictably
under the force of firing. Reducing barrel temperature to -300°F
changes the steel’s molecular structure, as these photomicrographs show.

Cordoba, ComforTech™ — 12 - ga, 3˝
(Shown with optional Raised Comb Pad insert)

(Shown at Actual Size)

™

The new Benelli Cordoba with ComforTech™ features a new high-tech
texturing on both stock and fore-end called GripTight™. This new
synthetic over-coating feels almost tacky to the touch, so consequently,
gives a sure grip wet or dry, with bare hands or even gloves.

The Cordoba comes with a full set of five
extended CrioChoke™ tubes for versatility in
the field or on the sporting clays course. These
chokes are quickly changeable without tools
and cover a full range of constrictions from
upland bird open to trap shooting full.

benelliusa.com
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Shown above is the SuperSport ComforTech™ with a Carbon Fiber finished stock and fore-end.

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
EXTENDED CRIOCHOKE TUBES
C, IC, M, IM, F
COMFORTECH™ GUNS come standard
with ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock
system and special AirTouch™ grip.
ALL SPORT MODELS come standard
with CrioTech™ barrels for longer life.
PORTED BARREL reduces muzzle climb
for fast second target acquisition.

The Benelli SuperSport is the ultimate
“speed gun” for sporting clays. The
ComforTech TM recoil-dampening system
allows the shooter to recover for the
critical second shot up to 69% faster than
other comparable shotguns — that’s fast!
Couple the quick recovery speed with a
ported barrel that keeps muzzle climb
to a minimum and it’s double fast. The
ComforTech TM system was developed to
take the punishment out of 3½˝ magnums
so imagine what it can do with 2¾˝ target
loads. Its special gel recoil pad and comb

insert made from materials developed for
the medical industry reduce felt recoil by
up to 48% compared to the competition.
When it comes to smoking targets, the
SuperSport’s Crio TM barrel and CrioChokes TM
produce patterns 13.2% more dense than
other brands.
In most sporting clays tournaments,
only one clay separates the winner from
the losers. With the SuperSport’s
superior reliability, faster recovery time,
less recoil and denser shot patterns, it’s
almost like having an unfair advantage.

Adjustable pull length with
optional ComforTech™ gel pad
insert. (Not available for wood
gun stocks).

SET OF SHIMS provides easy custom
adjustment of drop and cast.
HARD CASE
O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
COMFORTECH™ RAISED GEL COMB
Easily inserts into ComforTech™ stock for
adjustable comb height for target shooting.
Standard Pad
14 3/8˝ L.O.P.

Optional
Short Pad
1/
Optional 13 2˝ L.O.P.
Medium Pad
14˝ L.O.P.

Extended CrioChokes™ reduce pellet deformation for better clay busting
performance. The ported barrel combined with the ComforTech™ system nearly
eliminates muzzle climb allowing for fast second target acquisition. A highvisibility red bar sight and 10 to 8mm tapered stepped rib, provide fast and
consistent sight alignment.

Regular cleaning is important for gun safety. Clean your firearm often.

SuperSport, ComforTech™ — 12 - ga, 3˝
Carbon fiber finished stock and fore-end
(ComforTech™ raised comb pad available as an option)

Sport II — 12 - ga, 3˝
Satin Walnut
For traditionalists, the Sport II features beautifully figured European walnut with a satin luster finish,
a right-hand contour gel recoil pad, and cut checkering on both pistol grip and fore-end. Also,
the Sport II comes standard with barrel porting to reduce muzzle climb and a cryogenically treated
barrel and CrioChokes™ for denser shot patterns.
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Extended CrioChoke tubes fit Sport II,
SuperSport, and Cordoba models
only. All models are available in 28˝
and 30˝ barrels.
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They’ll wonder how you do it. You’ll know the reason is that your
recovery time is as much as 69% faster than competitive shotguns.
You’ll bag birds while they’re still trying to get back on target.

benelliusa.com
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Shown above is the 20-ga, Legacy.

Legacy — 12-ga, 3˝
Select Walnut

Legacy — 20-ga, 3˝
Select Walnut

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
STANDARD SET OF CHOKE TUBES
C, IC, M, IM, F
ETCHED RECEIVER Intricately detailed
game scences are acid etched on each side.
SELECT WALNUT WOOD STOCK and
fore-end are beautifully checkered and
finished to a satin sheen for long life.
SET OF SHIMS provide easy adjustment
of drop and cast.
HARD GUN CASE Protect
your Benelli shotguns with
style and safety during
trips to the range or field,
with a durable protective
carrying case.

If you’re a man of style and
appreciate the finer things that
life has to offer, it’s for you
that Benelli created the
Legacy. A distinctive blend
of style and performance
for the discriminating shooter,
the Legacy is built around the ultra
reliable Inertia Driven TM system, with the
refinements and attention to
detail that you demand.
The sculptured lower

receiver with classic game scene etchings
is contrasted by a highly polished and
blued upper receiver to give the
Legacy uncompromising eye-catching
originality. To compliment the
sculptured metal, the Legacy is
stocked with hand-select, satin finished
walnut. A shim kit is provided to custom
fit the Legacy to your own special stock
dimensions because style is important but
function is mandatory.

The trigger assembly is
easily removed as a unit
by driving out just one pin.

O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
THREE POPULAR BARREL LENGTHS
For your Legacy are available in a blued
luster finish (24", 26" an 28").

Always be sure of your target… and beyond.

Legacy — 12-ga.
Two Ringneck Pheasants,
Drake & Hen Mallard

The Legacy is an elegant,
smooth-swinging, gun that
combines the best in materials
and workmanship with the
most modern engineering.

Legacy — 20-ga.
Upland Quail &
Pair of Dove

benelliusa.com
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S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
STANDARD SET OF CHOKE TUBES
C, IC, M, IM, F (CrioChokes™).
UNIQUE STOCK & FORE-END The
WeatherCoat™ walnut buttstock is
thinner and the fore-end is shorter with a
two-round magazine, making it featherlight
compared to the average field gun.
RAISED STEPPED RIB is made of a
lighter, super-strong carbon fiber.
SET OF SHIMS provide easy custom
adjustment of drop of cast.
HARD CASE
GEL RECOIL BUTT PAD absorbs the
punishing recoil of heavy field loads.
WEATHERCOAT ™ FINISH makes the
walnut stock impervious to weather and
enhances the figure of the wood.

Weighing
an incredible
6 lbs., the Ultra
Light is arguably
the lightest 12 ga.
semi-automatic shotgun
ever produced. The Ultra Light
sports a featherweight alloy receiver,
shortened magazine tube and a unique
raised target rib made from the same super
light, super strong carbon fiber employed
in Formula 1 racecars. However this new
Benelli is no lightweight when it comes to
standing up to punishment.
Chambered to shoot anything from
f ield loads to 3˝ magnums, the Ultra Light
features a two-lug rotating bolt head
that locks up steel-to-steel inside the barrel.
Powered by Benelli’s tried and proven
Inertia Driven™ bolt system the Ultra
Light will hold up year after year through
thousands of rounds without missing a

beat, but
that’s not all.
Whether you’re
slugging it out in wet New
England grouse cover or a
scorching hot dove field south
of the border, you won’t have
to worry about the Ultra Light’s
beautiful walnut stock. Both the stock
and fore-end are sealed with a f ive-step
process called WeatherCoat™ . This new
coating makes it impervious to any kind of
weather and as a bonus, this special stock
finishing process also enhances the fancy
f igure of the wood.
No matter if you’re in those long
pheasant fields in South Dakota or after scaled
quail running through the cactus, if your
average hunting day is measured in miles,
check out the new 6 lb. Ultra Light at your
Benelli dealer or for more information
go to BenelliUSA.com.

One secret to shooting a shotgun well
is having a gun that fits you. With the
Benelli shim kit that comes with the
Ultra Light, custom fitting couldn’t be
easier. Benelli’s shim kit can adjust
cast-on or cast-off and raise or lower
the stock’s comb.
Before cleaning your gun, make absolutely sure that it is unloaded.

NEW! Ultra Light — 12 - ga, 3˝
WeatherCoat™ Walnut
The Ultra Light’s stock has been trimmed to 20-gauge proportions, shaving off
yet a few more ounces and adding to its super-fast handling characteristics.

Montefeltro fore-end

Ultra Light fore-end

The Ultra Light magazine cap is stylishly
designed. The Ultra Light’s carbon
fiber vented rib has a mid-bead sight for
added sight alignment.

The Ultra Light’s magazine tube and fore-end are
considerably shorter than the Montefeltro’s. This
new design makes the Ultra Light incredibly light on
those long hunts.
The carbon fiber rib is complemented
with a matching carbon fiber grip cap.

The light-weight carbon fiber rib has a high-visibility red bar sight and stepped
rib which provides fast and consistent sight alignment.
benelliusa.com
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Shown above is the 20-gauge Montefeltro in satin walnut, with blued receiver and barrel.

S ta n da r d Fe atu r eS
Standard Set of Choke tubeS
C, IC, M, IM, F
hard CaSe
Set of ShimS provide easy adjustment
of drop and cast.

Light, slender and quick pointing were
never terms used to describe
a semi-auto, that is until the
Benelli Montefeltro arrived
on the scene. The Inertia
Driven TM system allows the
Montefeltro’s fore-end to
be slim and graceful while
the lightweight anodized
aluminum receiver keeps weight
to a minimum. Superbly balanced, the
Montefeltro 20-ga. tips the scales at only
5½ pounds. Chambered for 3˝ magnum
ammunition in both the 12- and 20-ga., the
Montefeltro is at home in New England
woodcock cover or duck blinds in Louisiana.
Thanks to the Benelli Inertia Driven TM

system; a Montefeltro can switch
from field loads to 3˝ magnums
with no adjustments and
total reliability, and it’s one
gun that looks as good
as it shoots.
Stocked with beautifully
satin finished walnut, the
Montefeltro is the gun for the
wingshooting purist who wants
the added advantage of a semi-auto
and the feel of a classic game gun.
The Montefeltro 20-ga. is also available
in a 12½˝ buttstock for ladies and
young shooters who require a shorter
length-of-pull.

The Benelli Inertia Driven™ system uses a rotary bolt
head for secure lockup and lightening-quick functioning.
It’s the truest example of “less is more” in gun design.

O p ti O n a l Fe atu r eS
Tactually
lets the gun breathe and the material is
impregnated with silicone
to keep your gun
lubricated and
prevent rusting.

Benelli includes a set of shims to
make customizing the gun’s drop
and cast a snap.

Never cross obstacles such as fences or streams with a loaded firearm.

Montefeltro — 12 - ga, 3˝
Satin Walnut

Montefeltro — 20 - ga, 3˝
Satin Walnut

Montefeltro Short Stock — 20 - ga, 3˝
Satin Walnut
12½" pull length

The Benelli Montefeltro’s
newly designed trigger guard
provides extra relief to help
protect the shooter’s hand.
Of course a gold plated trigger
is the perfect classic touch
for a modern classic like the
Benelli Montefeltro.
Grooving at the top of the receiver extends the sight plane for fast
and consistent target acquisition.
benelliusa.com
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M2 Field, ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

Super Black Eagle II, ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

Montefeltro — 12-ga, 3˝
Satin Walnut

A dimpled grip checkering pattern called AirTouch™ gives the
shooter a firm grasp on the pistol grip and fore-end, hot or
cold, wet or dry.
Store firearms unloaded and separate from ammunition.

Shown above is the Super Black Eagle II, ComforTech™ in Advantage®
Max-4™ camo, also shown is the M2 ComforTech™ in black synthetic.

It seems that southpaws have always been
ignored by gun manufacturers. Over the
years their choices have been few and in
many cases, offered only cosmetic changes
to right-hand guns. Benelli has changed
that minority status and produced a
selection of semi-autos especially for the
left-hand shooter. It’s only fitting
considering that Benelli has the largest
selection of semi-automatic
shotguns in the world.
The Benelli flagship
semi-auto, the Super Black
Eagle II, is made in a left-hand

version with a specially designed
ComforTechTM stock that features a
gel pad that is ergonomically shaped
to fit the left shoulder pocket. The Benelli
workhorse M2 also comes with left-handed
ComforTech TM and like the SBE II, in two
patterns of camo or black synthetic. The
classic Montefeltro left-hand comes stocked
with satin finished walnut.
With three different left-hand
models, a variety of barrel lengths,
stock configurations and camo
patterns, there’s a southpaw gun
for every occasion.

S Ta n da r d FE aTu r ES
Set of Choke tubeS
C, IC, M, IM, F (type of choke tubes
vary depending on model).
CoMfoRteCh™ GuNS come standard with
ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock system,
special AirTouch™ grip.

The Benelli engineers have
thought of everything.
There’s even a gel butt
pad specifically designed to
fit the left shoulder. The
ergonomic shape spreads
the impact over a larger
area for less felt recoil.

No longer does the left-handed shooter have to put up
with hulls ejecting across his or her face. These are
true left-hand guns with ejection ports on the left side
of the receiver as well as a safety button that doesn’t
require reaching around the trigger guard to activate.

haRd CaSe
O p TI O n a l FE aTu r ES
Oavailable for SBE II,
M2 and Montefeltro (see page 45).
CoMfoRteCh™ Gel pad allows you to
customize the length-of-pull, request
left-handed pads, (see page 45).

benelliusa.com
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Shown above is the SuperNova, SteadyGrip™
in Advantage® Timber HD™ camo.

S ta n da r d Fe atu r eS
set of choke tubes f, m, iC
F
Synthetic, Advantage® Timber HD™, and
Advantage® max-4™.
Sdrop and cast.

The Benelli SuperNova is a completely new
modular design concept in pump action
shotguns. With the optional SteadyGrip™
stock the SuperNova can be transformed
into a high-performance turkey gun
or mount the optional
cantilevered, fully-rifled slug
barrel for tack driving
accuracy on deer.
There’s even a barrel
with rifle sights for
home defense, and a
SuperNova Tactical with
a ghost-ring sight and
pistol grip. At the heart of
this new pump gun is a lightweight
steel skeleton steel framework over-molded
with a high-tech polymer, making the new

SuperNova super light, super strong and
almost completely impervious to any
weather condition.
But the SuperNova isn’t just tough on
the outside, with its dual action bars
and two-lug rotary bolt head that
locks up steel-to-steel
inside the barrel; the
SuperNova is rock
solid to the core.
Because the new
SuperNova is built
tough it doesn’t have
to make compromises.
Chambered to fire
2¾˝, 3˝ and even the bone-crunching
3½˝ magnum turkey loads, this new pump
gun can do it all.

O p ti O n a l Fe atu r eS
Ccome in
3 lengths-of-pull.

The SuperNova’s newly styled
trigger guard, similar to the
Super Black Eagle ii, allows
for 30% more finger room
for a gloved hand. in addition,
a new, larger safety button
provides easy acquisition and
quick, positive function.

O for slugs,
defense and field.
Tto choose from.

Optional Long Pad
14 3/8˝ L.O.P.

Optional
medium Pad
14˝ L.O.P.

Optional
Short Pad
13 1/2˝ L.O.P.
Wear eye and ear protection as appropriate.

NEW! Supernova, SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

NEW! Supernova, Comfortech™ — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™

NEW! Supernova, Comfortech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

Also available in
Advantage® max-4™

NEW! Supernova, Comfortech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝

NEW!

Advantage® Timber HD™
®

1.75-5x Variable Scope)

(Optional cantilever barrel shown)

benelliusa.com
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Shown above is the SuperNova, ComforTech™ in Black Synthetic.

OPTIONAL STOCKS
COMFORTECH™ STOCK
with interchangeable butt and comb
pad. (Also available in
Advantage® Timber HD™
and Advantage® Max-4™.

Benelli’s SuperNova is a totally new modular
concept pump-action shotgun, that is quickly
convertible into a wide range of special
purpose guns.
From a basic field gun, change to the
optional fully-rifled cantilever slug barrel and
you have a super accurate deer rifle with
optical sights mounted right on the barrel.
Or, for brush hunting, there’s a slug barrel
with barrel mounted iron sights.
The 18½˝ tactical barrel turns the

SuperNova into a home defense gun, but
add the Tactical pistol grip stock and the
SuperNova is transformed into a serious
tactical shotgun. However, leave your field
barrel on, add the pistol grip stock, screw in
the extra tight turkey choke and you’ve got
the ultimate 3½˝ magnum turkey gun.
The modular designed SuperNova by Benelli
is one shotgun that can not only do it all,
it can do it better.

OPTIONAL BARRELS

24˝ Cantilever Rifled Barrel

(Black and Advantage® Timber HD™)
TACTICAL PISTOL GRIP STOCK
(SteadyGrip™ also available in
Advantage® Timber HD™).

24˝ Rifled Slug Barrel

(Black and Advantage® Timber HD™)

24,̋ 26,̋ 28˝ Vented Rib Field Barrel
COLLAPSIBLE TACTICAL STOCK
(Available in
Spring of 2006) NEW!

(Black, Advantage® Timber HD™ and Advantage® Max-4™)

18½˝ Tactical Barrel
(with open rifle sights)

Don’t run the risk of a clogged barrel. Bore obstruction can cause barrels to burst.

S U P E R N O V A’S

M O D U L A R

SUPERNOVA FIELD CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ or Max-4™

SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™
Burris® Speed Dot scope not included

S T O C K

S Y S T E M

SUPERNOVA SLUG CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝ Extra High Comb
Synthetic — Cantilever Barrel,
Burris® scope not included

SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ — Burris® scope not included

ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝ Raised Comb
Synthetic — Burris® Speed Dot scope not included

SUPERNOVA TACTICAL CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

NEW!
Extra High
Comb

The ComforTech™ stock comb insert is made from
a special synthetic. This insert not only cushions the
shooter’s cheek during recoil it also has a slippery surface
that allows the cheek to slide along the surface for
added comfort. Available in standard thickness or
raised comb or extra high comb.

Tactical ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic — Rifled Barrel with open rifle sights

Tactical Pistol Grip — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic — Rifled Barrel with open rifle sights

Raised Comb
Collapsible Tactical Stock — 12-ga, 3½˝
Synthetic — Rifled Barrel and optinal Ghost-ring sights
(Optional collapsible stock shown)

Standard Comb

benelliusa.com
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Nova Pump in Advantage® Max-4™ camo, with optional short ComforTech™ gel recoil pad.

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
STANDARD SET OF CHOKE TUBES
IC, M, F
HOLLOW BUTTSTOCK comes standard
with Nova Pumps, to accommodate the
optional bracket and recoil reducer.
DISTINCTIVE GROOVED PISTOL GRIP
AND FOREND provide unmatched
gripping surfaces.

Just when everyone thought that the pump
action shotgun couldn’t be improved
Benelli unveiled the Nova Pump.
Completely original and innovative, the
Nova Pump incorporates its polymer
stock and lightweight receiver into
a single unit for unsurpassed
strength and weather resistance.
Italian styling and high-tech
ergonomics such as distinctive
grooves on the pistol grip and fore-end
in place of conventional checkering
c o m p l i m ent the Nova’s innovative
e n g i n e e r ing.

With dual action bars and rotary head
locking lugs, the Nova will handle anything
from target loads to 3½˝ magnums. To help
dampen the recoil of today’s super
heavy magnum loads, the Nova
12-gauge is specially designed to
accept a Benelli recoil reducer.
Available in black, Advantage ®
Max-4 TM, Timber HD TM, as a youth
model or slug gun combo set, the
Benelli Nova is the most versatile
pump-action shotgun ever made — and just
when everyone thought the pump gun
couldn’t be improved.

O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
RECOIL REDUCER AND BRACKET are
optional and easily installed to help take
the bite out of magnum loads (12-ga. only).

The 20-gauge Nova is perfect
for the growing shooter. The
stock can be shortened, and
optional recoil pads are available
for the desired length-of-pull.

The button on the underside of the
fore-end activates a shell stop that
allows the chambered shell to be
removed without releasing rounds
from the magazine.

Checkering was fine for old-fashioned
wood stocks, but the Nova uses
distinctive grooves that give both
unmatched gripping surfaces and an
unforgettably distinctive look.

CANTILEVER RIFLED SLUG BARRELS
available in both matte black and
Advantage Timber HD (for 12-ga. only).
COMFORTECH™
GEL RECOIL
PADS are an optional
accessory for the
Nova Pump, available
in three sizes
13 1/2˝, 14˝ and 14 3/8˝
(for 12-ga. only).

20-ga.
20-ga.
Pad
Short Stock Pad
13 3/4˝ L.O.P. 12 1/2˝ L.O.P.
Never point a firearm at anyone, or anything you do not intend to shoot.

Nova Pump — 20 - ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

Nova Pump Field & Slug Combo — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

Cantilever Rifled Barrel — 12 - ga, 3˝
(Also sold seperately, available in Matte Black or Advantage® Timber HD™)

Nova Pump Short Stock — 20 - ga, 3˝
Synthetic

13˝ pull length

Detachable
recoil pad

Buttstock

Mounting Bracket
for recoil reducer
(Sold Separately)

14 oz. Mercury Recoil Reducer
(Sold Separately)

Benelli’s Nova is truly a 21st Century pump shotgun.
Corrosion proof polymer is over-molded on a skeleton
framework to form the one-piece receiver and buttstock at
the same time, in a revolutionary shotgun manufacturing
process. The lightweight polymer stock also provides plenty
of room for mounting an optional 14 oz. recoil reducer.

benelliusa.com
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Shown above is the M2 Field ComforTech™, in black synthetic with rifled barrel (scope not included).

Benelli recommends
Federal Premium®
Vital-Shok™ 1-oz.
Barnes Expander™
Slugs for optimum
performance in
fully-rifled slug barrels.

S ta n da r d Fe atu r eS
Rifled BaRRels

“Slug gun only” deer hunting
areas are increasing across
the country. Following
the trend, Benelli
engineers designed
slug guns to give
the accuracy and
performance hunters
have come to expect.
The heart of the new Benelli
slug guns is a specially designed heavywalled 1:28” twist rifled barrel that gives
accuracy undreamed of in conventional
smooth bore slug guns. The Super Black
Eagle II, M2, M1 20-ga and Nova Pump slug
guns come standard with barrel mounted,

fully adjustable rear sights, fixed
blade front sights
and specially designed
receivers drilled and
tapped for optic sights.
Black synthetic,
Advantage® Timber HD™
camo or walnut stocks
are available for the SBE II.
Also available for the SBE II
and all M2 slug guns is the ComforTech ™
stock that reduces felt recoil by as much as
48% to take the bite out of the new high
powered slugs.
Think of Benelli slug guns as rifle
hunting with bigger bullets.

dRilled and Tapped ReceiveRs
For easy installation of scopes or dot sights.
C™ GUns come standard
with ComforTech™ recoil absorbing
stock system, special AirTouch™ grip.
O p ti O n a l Fe atu r eS
BURRis scOpe kiTs Dead-on target
acquistion and concealment.
Com Raised Gel cOMB
Easily inserts into ComforTech™ stock for
adjustable comb height for target
acquisition.
™

Only available from
Benelli: the BURRIS®
1.75-5x variable scope is
specially designed for
shotguns. It’s supplied with
Weaver style rings and
base and all components
are finished in Advantage®
Timber HD™.

SBE II, M2 and M1 accept
a Weaver 93 base. The Nova
12-gauge and SuperNova use
a Weaver 423M.

The Benelli’s adjustable rear and fixed blade front sights will
get the job done in any weather.
Make sure gun and ammunition match.

(shown with optional ComforTechTM raised comb pad and Burris® speed dot optics)

Super Black eagle ii, Comfortech™ — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

(scope not included)

M2 Field, Comfortech™ — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

(scope not included)

NEW! Supernova pump, Comfortech™ — 12-ga, 3˝
Synthetic (Shown with optional slug barrel, scope not included)

Nova Field & Slug Combo — 12-ga, 3½˝ — Synthetic

Cantilever Rifled Barrel — 12-ga, 3˝
(also sold separately)

NEW! Supernova pump, SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo
(Shown with optional cantilever barrel, scope not included)
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Super Black Eagle II SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝

(scope not included)

Advantage® Timber HD™ camo.

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
SET OF CHOKE TUBES C, IC, M, IM, F
(SBE II, and M2) SuperNova and
Nova Pump (IC, M, F). Optional extended
extra-full turkey choke is available).
DRILLED AND TAPPED RECEIVERS
For easy installation of scopes or dot sights
(Only available on SteadyGrip™ models).
COMFORTECH™ GUNS come standard
with ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock
system and special AirTouch™ grip.
SET OF SHIMS provides easy adjustment
of drop and cast (Not available for
SteadyGrip™ models).
O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
RAISED GEL COMB INSERT provides
additional comb height for target shooting
or with optical sights.

OPTIONAL BARRELS are available
that will easily convert your gun for field
or slug hunting (see page 45).
BURRIS™ SPEED DOT
comes with Weaver style
base and rings for easy
mounting. It features a 35 mm
main tube, fully coated lenses
and 11 brightness settings for the
illuminated dot recticle. All in
Timber HD™.

No matter what your style of turkey hunting
is, there’s a Benelli shotgun for the job. If you
demand the ultimate ballistics of the 3½˝
12-gauge, choose the Super Black Eagle II.
The new ComforTech™ system stock will take
the sting out of those 2-ounce loads. The
same ComforTech™ recoil-reducing magic can
be had in the 3˝ magnum M2.
The turkey is the only game bird generally
hunted from a static sitting position. To get the
rifle-like precision needed, choose the guns voted
“Shotgun of the Year.” The M2 Field; Super
Black Eagle II or the new SuperNova with the
SteadyGrip™ allows a comfortable, rock-solid grip.
Benelli’s gel pad was designed
with extensive computer modeling so
precise that there are different pads
for right- and left-handers.

A comfortable sitting position makes it easier
to wait patiently for that savvy old Tom.
Prefer a pump? The new SuperNova and
Nova 12-gauge shoot 3½˝ ammunition and
are the smoothest pumping slide-actions on the
market today. Like the lighter weight and
recoil of a 20-gauge? Choose the M1 Field
or Nova Pump.
Drilled and tapped receivers on select
models let you mount a scope, while extra-full
choke tubes give you tight patterns.
Think about it — you wear special clothes
for turkey hunting — why wouldn’t you carry a
special shotgun?

The SteadyGrip™ lets you sit
comfortably as the most skittish
gobbler winds his way to your call.
New for 2006
an extra full
CrioChoke™
specially designed
to throw tight,
uniform patterns
with today’s modern
turkey loads
(optional).

Know how to use the gun safely.

M2 Field SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

M2 Field, ComfortTech™ — 12-ga, 3˝
Advantage® Timber 4 HD™ Camo
(Shown with optional ComforTech™ raised comb pad and Burris® Speed Dot optics)

Super Black Eagle II, ComfortTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

NEW! SuperNova Pump, ComfortTech™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

NEW! SuperNova Pump, SteadyGrip™ — 12-ga, 3½˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo
(Shown with optional Burris® Speed Dot optics)
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S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
SET OF CHOKE TUBES C, IC, M
DRILLED AND TAPPED RECEIVERS
For easy installation of scopes or dot sights.
PICATINNY RAIL is mounted and
standard equipment on the M4, allowing
for quick attachment of optics.

When the U.S. Marine Corps went
shopping for a combat shotgun they
bought a Benelli. That’s because a
combat shotgun has to function
the first time, every time.
The Benelli M4 does it for
the U.S. military, and now
can be the centerpiece of
your own home defense plan.
Benelli engineers developed
and patented a unique autoregulating gas-operated (ARGO)
system. Dual stainless steel, self-cleaning
pistons located just ahead of the chamber
operate directly against the proven
rotating bolt head. It’s a simple and
M 4

A R G O

dependable system that eliminates the
complex linkage, springs and heavy parts that
other semi-automatic shotguns have to
depend on. The result: Marine-tough
reliability under
the harshest
environmental conditions.
The M4 comes standard
with a Picatinny rail for optics,
a ghost-ring fully adjustable rear
sight and fixed blade front sight;
there is also standard and collapsible
tactical stocks available as accessories.
The M4 is combat proven and U.S. Marine
Corps approved — why would you
depend on anything less?
S Y S T E M

GHOST-RING SIGHTS in rear with fixed
blade front sight.
O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
COLLAPSIBLE STOCK is adjustable in
three positions with the push of a button.
TACTICAL FLASHLIGHT mount is
available for your Benelli M4
(see page 47).

Dual Self Cleaning Pistons
The stainless steel pistons are required
to move only ½˝ for complete cycling
which results in a faster operation with
minimum vibration and quick target
acquisition.

Always keep the gun unloaded until ready to use.

Pistol Grip M4 — 12 - ga, 3˝

M 4

S T O C K

O P T I O N S

The M4 can quickly be reconfigured without tools with a choice of three modular buttstocks:

M4 Skeletonized*
Pistol Grip Stock
M4 Standard Stock
All three durable stocks are made of tough synthetic and
have a textured matte black finish to provide years of
reliable service and withstand the rigors of everyday use.

Developed for the Benelli tactical shotgun, adopted by the
U.S. Marine Corps, this optional collapsible skeleton stock is
now available to civilians. Quick and easy, the stock is length
adjustable to three positions with the push of a button.

*Legal under Federal law, check your state and local laws before purchasing.

Originally designed for military deployment and police SWAT teams,
this optional tactical gun case is the perfect carrying case for one of the
Benelli tactical or special purpose shotguns. This black soft case is well
padded, super tough and features a specially designed accessory pocket.

Ghost-ring sights are click-adjustable using a cartridge
rim, and can be ordered with tritium inserts for low-light
situations. A Picatinny rail allows the mounting of
scopes, red dot sights or night vision optics.
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Shown above is the M2 Tactical ComforTech™ in black matte synthetic, with open rifle sights.

S ta n da r d Fe atu r eS
Standard Set of Choke tubeS
come with M2, IC, M, F (Nova Pump
Tactical comes with a fixed IC choke).
ComforteCh™ GunS come standard
with ComforTech™ recoil absorbing stock
system, special AirTouch™ non-slip grip
and standard barrel.
SiGhtS must be specified when ordered,
request either open rifle or ghost-ring
sights on your tactical gun.

If your life depends on it, it had better be a
Benelli. The Benelli M2 Inertia Driven ™
semi-auto and Nova Pump Tactical are
no-nonsense shotguns that police and
military the world over reach for when
the chips are down. Both the M2
and Nova are available with
matte black synthetic stocks,
fully adjustable ghost-ring
aperture rear sights
and military style
fixed-blade front
sights. In addition,

the M2 Tactical is now available with a
ComforTech ™ stock that reduces felt
recoil by as much as 48% and lets
you get back on target more than 50%
faster than other comparable shotguns
for a quick second shot. When
tactical situations demand
more firepower, optional
magazine extensions
are available (L.E. only).
The M2 and Nova are
two tactical shotguns you
can bet your life on.

hard CaSe

B e n e l l i ’ s

O p ti O n a l Fe atu r eS

The M2 is available with a choice of three modular synthetic buttstocks and can be quickly reconfigured with a simple ratchet
wrench. All three stocks are made of tough synthetic and have a textured matte black finish to provide years of reliable service.

M o d u l a r

s t o c k

s y s t e M

ComforteCh™ Gel PadS allow you to
customize the length-of-pull. Gel
Optional
pads fit both M2 and Nova. Request
Short Pad
13 1/2 ,̋ 14˝ or 14 3/8˝ L.O.P.,
13 1/2˝
(specify right or left-hand).
L.O.P.

Standard Pad
14 3/8˝ L.O.P.

Optional
Medium Pad
14˝ L.O.P.

Optional three-dot inserts can be easily installed into this military spec
ghost-ring sight. The rear sight is click-adjustable for both windage and
elevation. These sights are intended for rough service and feature rugged
“wings” to protect the removable ghost-ring and front post.

A new dimpled grip checkering pattern called
AirTouch™ gives the shooter a firm grip on
pistol grip and fore-end, hot or cold, wet or dry.

M2 Tactical, Pistol Grip — 12-ga, 3˝
The pistol grip provides superior muzzle control and rock steady weapon
retention no matter what the circumstances.

M2 Tactical ComforTech™ — 12-ga, 3˝
When the quarters are tight, the 18½˝ barrel of the Tactical models allow
you to move with speed and agility.

M2 Tactical, Standard — 12-ga, 3˝
The Tactical is supplied with integral sling plates that will allow a variety of sling
configurations to meet the demands of a wide range of tactical conditions.

M3 Convertible — 12 - ga, 3˝
Synthetic
The M3 Convertible Auto/Pump is a fast cycling auto for conventional
loads that can be pumped manually for low energy special purpose
loads such as gas, beanbag and rubber bullet.

Place your finger inside the trigger guard only when you are ready to fire.
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Shown above is the NEW
SuperNova Tactical,
with optional pistol grip,
in black synthetic.

NEW! SuperNova Tactical, ComforTech™ — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
STANDARD SET OF CHOKE TUBES
IC, M, F
SET OF SHIMS are provided for easy
adjustment of drop and cast.
O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
SHORT GEL PAD allows you to customize
the length-of-pull. (Available for the Nova
and SuperNova ComforTech™ stocks).
TACTICAL GHOST-RING SIGHTS
are available for the SuperNova with
three-dot tritium inserts for low-light and
quick-target acquisition.
FULLY RIFLED CANTILEVER BARREL
for optical sights, turns the SuperNova
into a serious tactical slug gun with
long-range accuracy out to 150 yards.
COLLAPSIBLE STOCK quick and easy,
the stock is length adjustable in three
positions with the push of a button.
Check your state and local laws
before purchasing.

NEW!
Available in
Spring of 2006

Benelli’s SuperNova Tactical is a modular
into a rock solid shooting platform for optical
concept pump action shotgun, that can
sights and slugs at long yardage. It also
be reconfigured with three different
has the added advantage of being easy to
special-purpose stocks to fit any home
manipulate one-handed.
defense or tactical situation.
For tight quarters when clearing buildings
The ComforTech ™ stock absorbs nearly
or in a patrol vehicle nothing beats the compact
48% of felt recoil to dampen the
versatility of the SuperNova with the
recoil of heavy buck shot loads.
collapsible tactical stock.
In addition to taming recoil,
The Benelli SuperNova
the ComforTech ™ system
is a high-tech tactical
minimizes barrel climb,
shotgun designed for
putting you back on
professionals, but perfect
target twice a fast as
for your home.
OFF BUTTON
other comparable
PHOTO
The button on the underside of the
shotguns.
TO COME
fore-end activates a shell stop that
The Tactical Pistol Grip
allows the chambered shell to be
removed without releasing rounds
stock turns the SuperNova
from the magazine.

Adopted by the U.S. Marine Corps for use on the Benelli M-1014
military shotgun, this optional Collapsible Tactical Stock in now
available to the general public. The stock can be quickly installed
on the Benelli SuperNova with no special tools and features a
push button length adjustment into three positions.
Always store your firearm in a secure area, inaccessible to children.

B E N E l l i ’ s

M o d u l a r

Benelli’s SuperNova Tactical is a modular concept pump action
shotgun that can be quickly reconfigured with a choice of
three different modular buttstocks:

s t o c k

Post

s y s t E M

Indents

1. The stocks slide easily into position on the post that is
shown in the pull-away view.
2. The raised alignment studs on the buttstock, align perfectly
with the indent shown on the back end of the receiver.
Alignment
Studs

3. Simply tighten bolt through rear of stock and replace buttpad.

NEW! SuperNova Tactical, Pistol Grip — 12 - ga, 3½˝
Synthetic

Nova Pump Tactical — 12- g a , 3 ½ ˝
Those who prefer a pump gun can specify either open rifle sights or click-adjustable
ghost-ring sights for this all-business defense tool.

Nova H2O Pump Tactical — 12- g a , 3 ½ ˝

The Nova H2O Pump Tactical relies on corrosion resistant polymer,
stainless steel and nickel plating to keep working in even the
harshest conditions.
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C O M F O R T E C H™

S TA N DA R D FE ATU R ES
DRILLED AND TAPPED RECEIVERS
For easy installation of scopes or dot sights.
R1 COMFORTECH™ RIFLE comes
standard with ComforTech™ recoil
absorbing stock system, special AirTouch™
grip, detachable magazine and non-slip
rubberized coated GripTight™ stock to hold
up to harsh environments.
PICATINNY RAIL
comes standard with the
R1 ComforTech™.

Just imagine
a .300 Winchester
Magnum that feels
like you’re shooting a
light .270 and you’ll understand
what this new rifle from Benelli is
all about. The new R1 with its
ComforTech ™ recoil dampening stock
cuts felt recoil by about half, or to put
it more graphically, other high-powered
rifles kick about twice as hard.
In addition to the recoil dampening effects,
there are three different thicknesses of
quick-change pads available for adjusting
length-of-pull and three different comb inserts
to adjust for drop. Also included is a totally
unique accessory found on no other high-

powered rifle — a shim kit to make
precise stock adjustments for a
truly custom final fit. Even with
reduced recoil and custom fit,
perhaps the most revolutionary
element of this new rifle is
its recovery time.
Benelli’s R1 semi-automatic
rifle with ComforTech ™ recovers
as much as 51% faster than other
rifles for that quick follow up shot. In
fact, no rifle in the world gets you back on
target faster then the R1 with ComforTech™.
Faster, softer kicking with a glove-like
fit, the new R-1 with ComforTech ™ has
changed the way people think about highpowered rifles, but what do they expect —
it’s a Benelli.

HARD CASE

Optional Short Pad
13 1/2˝ L.O.P.

O P TI O N A L FE ATU R ES
EXTRA HIGH COMB GEL INSERT
Provides additional comb height for use
with optical sight.
GEL PADS allow you to customize the
length-of-pull.

Standard Medium Pad
14˝ L.O.P.
Optional Long Pad
14 3/8˝ L.O.P.

The Picatinny rail scope base is
included with the R1 specifically designed to
accommodate a variety of mounting options.

NEW! R1 Rifle — ComforTech™
(Scope, and Extra High comb not included)
(Available in the calibers and barrel lengths below)

Optional interchangeable barrels are
available in .308 Win., .30-06,
.300 Win. Mag., .270 WSM and .300 WSM.

.300 Win. Mag. (Available in 20” and 24”)

.30-06 Springfield (Available in 20” and 22”)

B E N E L L I ’ S

G R I P T I G H T

™

C O A T I N G

(Shown at Actual Size)

™

THE NEW BENELLI R-1 WITH COMFORTECH™ features a new high-tech texturing on both stock and fore-end called GripTight™. This new, synthetic
over-coating feels almost tacky to the touch, so consequently, gives a sure grip wet or dry, with bare hands or even gloves. GripTight™ is totally weather
resistant, completely bonded to the stock and fore-end’s synthetic material’s surface.

Make sure every member of your hunting party is wearing an article of blaze orange clothing.
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R(Available in the calibers and barrel lengths listed below)

24˝ (.300 Win Mag., .300 WSM, .270 WSM)
S ta n da r d Fe atu r eS

22˝ (.30-06, .308 Win)

DrilleD anD TappeD receivers
For easy installation of scopes or dot sights.
Rcome standard with a
cryogenically treated barrel, ergonomically
designed select walnut stock and fore-end
and a self-cleaning ARGO gas system to
minimize vibration and ensure accuracy.
P
is included with the R1
to accommodate
a variety of
optic choices.
HarD case
O p ti O n a l Fe atu r eS
Oallow you to
customize the length-of-pull.
E
are available for the R1 as an accessory.

20˝ (.30-06 Springfield, .300 Win Mag.)

The Benelli R1 semi-auto rifle is a
totally original rifle design from the
engineers that revolutionized the
semi-auto shotgun. With twenty-first
century styling, combined with Benelli’s
high-tech rotary bolt head and ARGO
operating system, the R1 has set a new
standard for semi-auto sporting rifles.
Sculptured select walnut blends with
the R1’s contoured magazine and receiver
to form beautiful and unique lines never

I in a
variety of calibers and barrel lengths
(sold separately).
dcomes
standard with your R1, additional
magazines can be purchased.

Regular cleaning is important for gun safety.

before created for a sporting rifle. Along
with beauty, the R1’s ARGO system has a
unique gas cylinder positioned just in front
of the rifle’s chamber, which allows for
short operating rods and reduced recoil.
This combination of artistic
form and pioneering technology
could truly be called
“the art of the rifle” –
the R1 by Benelli.
Quick detachable magazine holds
three to four rounds, depending on caliber.
Tough polymer exterior surrounds the magazine body.

Developed in Europe for wild boar
and moose hunting in heavy cover,
these quick acquisition sights
feature a full adjustable rear blade
and full adjustable front sight with a
special red filament insert. Available
as an accessory for the R1.

a u t o - r e g u l a t i n g

g a s - o p e r a t e d

( a r g o )

s y s t e m

The reliability of the R1’s auto-regulating gas-operated (ARGO) system has been proven in the M1014 military shotgun and has been adapted
for centerfire rifle cartridges with a three-lugged rotary bolt. The rifle’s gas cylinder is positioned just in front of the chamber allowing for short
operating rods and reduced recoiling mass.
gaS pOrt
s
The gas port is located just forward of the chamber
Short stroke, self-cleaning gas pistons push directly
where the gases are hotter and cleaner resulting in less
against the R1’s bolt body, eliminating the need for
fouling and more reliable cycling.
connecting linkage or heavy action bars.

P
The pistons push directly against the bolt,
therefore required to move only ½-inch
for complete cycling which results in
fast operation with minimum vibration.

To
System ensures repeatable accuracy when
changing barrels because tension remains
constant shot-after-shot.

rOtary lOcking head
Pressure is contained by the massive three-lug bolt,
which locks into the steel barrel extension.

The R1 is perfect for shooters of all sizes.
Optional recoil pads are available for the
desired length-of-pull (13 5/8˝, 14˝, 14 3/8˝).

Usually only found on custom-made rifles,
the R1’s barrel is cryogenically frozen to
–300˚ F which changes the steel at the
molecular level. The result, better barrel
harmonics providing superior accuracy.
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S TO C K S A N D F O R E - E N D S

M2/Super Black Eagle II
Advantage® Timber HD™ Camo

M2/Super Black Eagle II
Advantage® Max-4™

M2/Super Black Eagle II
Synthetic Field

M1/Super Black Eagle

M1/Super Black Eagle
Synthetic Field

M1/Super Black Eagle
Satin Walnut

NEW! SuperNova Pistol Grip
Synthetic

Advantage® Timber HD™

M1, M2 and M3 Pistol Grip
Synthetic Non-Adjustable Drop (specify model)

M1/Super Black Eagle SteadyGrip™
M2/Super Black Eagle II SteadyGrip™
SuperNova SteadyGrip™
Advantage® Timber HD™ (specify model)

M4/M1014 Skeletonized Pistol Grip
Synthetic Non-Adjustable Drop

Montefeltro - 20-ga. Short Stock
Satin Walnut (12½˝ Pull Length)

Executive
AA-Grade Walnut

Montefeltro/Legacy - 12-ga./20-ga.
Select Walnut

Montefeltro/Legacy - 12-ga./20-ga.
Satin Walnut

R E C O I L PA D S

C O M F O RT E C H ™
G E L PA D S

R1 R I F L E S TO C K E X T E N S I O N S

C O M F O RT E C H
C O M B G E L PA D S
™

New!
Extra High Comb

The ComforTech™ stock comb insert is made
from a special synthetic gel originally developed for
the medical industry. This special insert not only
cushions the shooter’s cheek during recoil; it also
has a slippery surface that allows the cheek to slide
along the surface for added comfort. Available
in standard thickness, raised comb for target
shooting or extra high comb for scoped guns.
135/8˝
Length
of pull

14˝
Length
of pull

14 3/8˝
Length
of pull

The R1 is perfect for shooters of all sizes.
Optional recoil pads are available for the
desired length of pull (135/8˝, 14˝, 14 3/8˝).

NEW! 13 1/2˝
Length
of pull

14 3/8˝
Length
of pull

14˝
Length
of pull

New!
Extra High
Comb

Raised Comb

Easily change the pull length of your SBE II, M2,
Nova or SuperNova. Insert an optional gel pad
to reduce the L.O.P. to 13 1/2˝ or 14”. Both
pads have excellent recoil reducing properties
(specify right- or left-hand).

Standard
Comb

BARRELS

Super Black Eagle II - 28˝
(26˝ and 24˝ available) (Fits SBE II and SBE)

S uper Black Eagle II Rifled Slug - 24˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ and black available (Fits SBE and SBE II)

SuperNova and NovaTactical Barrel - 18½˝
(with open rifle sights)

SuperNova and Nova Pump Rifle Slug with Cantilever - 24˝

SuperNova and Nova Pump - 26˝
(24˝ and 28˝ available)

M2 Field - 26˝
Advantage® Timber HD™ (24˝ and 28˝ available) (Fits M1 and M2)

Montefeltro 20-Gauge - 24˝ (26˝ available)
Add versatility to your Benelli shotgun with an extra barrel. Compliment your smooth-bore gun with an extra slug barrel or have the opportunity to switch barrel lengths
from 24˝ to 26˝ to 28˝, whichever fits your particular hunting needs. Extra barrels are available for all models. Rifled slug barrels are available for Super Black Eagle,
Super Black Eagle II, M1 Field, M2 Field, SuperNova and Nova models only. (For SBE, SBEII, M1 and M2 models, slug barrels require a modified fore-end sold separately).
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C h o k e T u b e s a n d aC C e s s o r i e s
s Ta n da r d C h o k e s
Standard Choke tubes in
12-gauge and 20-gauge
are available in cylinder,
improved cylinder, modified,
improved modified and full.
*
F

**
IM

***
M

****
IC

*****
C

e X T e n d e d s P o rT i n G C r i o C h o k e s ™
New for 2006
are three special field
CrioChoke™ tubes: a
turkey choke specially
designed to throw tight,
uniform patterns with
today’s modern turkey
loads, a pass shooting
choke for long range
waterfowl pass shooting
and an over-the-decoys
waterfowl choke.

▲

CrioChokes™

**
IM

***
M

****
IC

Turkey
Shooting

*****
C

Pass
Shooting

Decoy
Shooting

*
F

**
IM

***
M

****
IC

*****
C

Sporting CrioChoke™ Tubes are available in cylinder,
improved cylinder, modified, improved modified and full
(12-gauge only).

CrioChoke™ tubes in 12-gauge are available in cylinder,
improved cylinder, modified, improved modified and full.

e X T e n d e d s Ta n da r d C h o k e s

Choke Tube WrenCh

12- or 20-ga.
(Specify 12- or 20 gauge when ordering).
*
F

**
IM

***
M

****
IC

Turkey
Shooting

*****
C

Pass
Shooting

Decoy
Shooting

sTandard Choke
eXTended sTandard Choke
CrioChoke ™
sPorTinG CrioChoke ™

• • • •
• • • •

• • • •
• • • •

R
M2 Tactical

A

M2

H

SBE II

Super Sport

C

M-3

E

M-4

B

Sport II

U

Sport

Super Nova

T
Nova Pump

E
World Class

K
Ultra Light

M-1

O

Legacy

H

Montefeltro

C

SBE

Extended Standard Choke Tubes are available in cylinder,
improved cylinder, modified, improved modified and full
(12-gauge only).

Cordoba

*
F

• •
• •

•

• • •
• • •

T

BURRIS ® O P T I C A L S C O P ES

BURRIS ® 1.75 - 5X VARIAB L E S C O P E pac k ag e
in Advantage® Timber HD™

The Burris 1.75x – 5x scope is designed especially for shotguns and it comes
with Weaver style rings. The scope comes with the Burris lifetime warranty.
®

Burris® 1.75-5x Variable Scope (#90421) $270.00

BURRIS ® S P EED DOT pac k ag e
in Advantage® Timber HD™

The Burris® Speed Dot comes with Weaver style rings and
base for easy mounting and features a 35mm main tube, fully
coated lenses and 11 brightness setting for the illuminated dot
reticle. The Burris speed dot is shock resistant, waterproof
and a perfect sight for a slug gun or tight bore turkey gun.
Burris® Speed Dot Scope (#90420) $180.00
(Base fits SBE II and M2 Field only).
A Weaver 93 base is included with
the purchase of your Burris™ optics.
(base fits SBE II and M2 Field only).

R1 EURO P EAN SI G H T PAC KAG E
Benelli offers European styled sights for the R1 Rifle.
Developed in Europe for quick acquisition
in heavy cover, these sights feature
a fully adjustable rear blade and
adjustable front sight, with a special
red filament insert.
R1 Sight Package
(#81131) $180.00

Adjustable
Front Sight

Adjustable
Rear Sight

Front Wing Sight

Rear Adjustable Sight

TAC T I C A L SHOTG UN F L ASH L I G H T M OUN T
Our tactical flashlight mount is made by Insight Technology
Incorporated, the leading supplier of tactical lights and lasers
for U.S. Special Operations. It allows you to aim and illuminate
simultaneously, as the mounted light is co-axial with the bore.
Flashlight available separately from Insight Technology Incorporated
or your local firearms dealer.
(#90039) $75.00

GHOST- RING TRITIUM INSERTS
When the lights go out, you’ll have the
advantage with these ghost-ring tritium inserts.
Optional three-dot inserts can be easily installed
into this military spec ghost-ring sight. The rear
sight is click-adjustable for both windage and
elevation with a coin or shot-shell rim. These
sights are intended for rough service with rugged
“wings” to protect the removable ghost-ring and
front position.
(#60795) $90.00
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M ag a z i n e l i m i t e r P lu g s
Montefeltro/Legacy/Executive

C H A M B ER LOC K
When storing or transporting your
shotgun use the patented Benelli
Chamber Lock for additional safety.
Meets California standards.

M1/Super Black Eagle (with 4-shot magazine extension)
M1 Tactical (with 2-shot magazine extension)

B OLT H ANDLES

M1/SBE/M2/SBE II (standard)

Nova Pump 20-ga (standard)

Nova Pump 12-ga (standard)
Replacement bolt handles available in matte and chrome (specify 12- or 20-gauge).
Also for some Special Purpose and Tactical models.

Recoil Reducers
Benelli offers a mercury-filled recoil reducer for the
12-ga. Super Black Eagle and M1 Field models with synthetic
stocks. It weighs only 11 ozs. and is easily installed
(no bracket is necessary).
Super Black Eagle/M1
Mercury Recoil Reducer

CO M F ORTEC H ™
S H I M K IT

The Nova Pump’s stock has a recess for easy installation of a
recoil reducer bracket which houses a 14 oz. mercury recoil
reducer. When shooting the mighty 3½˝ magnums, this
innovative system is a welcome addition.

You can customize the models with
the ComforTech™ buttstock to your
personal requirements using a shim kit
that adjusts both drop and cast.

Nova Pump
Mercury Recoil Reducer

STANDARD S H I M K IT
Stock drop is user adjustable; changing shims
provides a customized sighting plane to fit
the individual shooter’s unique physical build
and shooting style (specify model).

Nova Pump
Recoil Reducer Bracket

GEAR B AG
Now you can have all your essential hunting and
shooting equipment at your fingertips in this rugged
Benelli Gear bag. Spacious 15˝x 9˝x 8˝ main
compartment. Four zippered outer pockets. Quick
detachable padded shoulder strap. Embroidered
Benelli logo. Camo pattern: Advantage® TimberTM
(#90096) $55.00

#90099

#90096

S H ELL P OUC H

#90098

Twin interior compartment for empties
and live shells. A large zipper opens
at the bottom to quickly dump hulls.
Complete with heavy-duty web belt.
22 oz. canvas with leather bottom
assures durability for years to come.
Embroidered Benelli logo.

F LOATING B LIND B AG
Drop it in the drink, it’s okay — not only is our new blind
bag waterproof, it floats. Made of rugged nylon and lined
with closed-cell foam for floatation. This bag sports two side
pockets, one front pocket, self-sealing coil zippers, an adjustable
padded shoulder strap and 6 shell loops with a Velcro® flap.
Bring all your necessities to the blind in one easy trip with this
easy-to-carry blind bag. Embroidered Benelli logo. Dimensions:
18˝x10˝x10˝ Camo pattern: Advantage® Max-4™

Color: Flax (#90099) $45.00

(#90098) $70.00

NEO P RENE SLING W IT H LOGO
Whether you’re coming back from the duck blind with a full limit
of mallards or stalking elk with a Benelli R1 rifle, a sling is a really
handy item. This specially designed neoprene sling quickly adapts
to either a shotgun or rifle, will not slip and is
impervious to moisture.
(#90401) $25.00

#90401
#90400

LEAT H ER SLING W IT H LOGO
There is just something about fine leather that goes
along with fine firearms. This sling embossed with the Benelli logo is made from
double thickness 100% tanned cowhide with special stitching to hold up to years
of heavy use in the field. Works well on both Benelli rifles and shotguns.
(#90400) $50.00

H ARD GUN CASE
Protect your Benelli shotguns with style and safety from trips to
the range or field, with a durable protective carrying case. (Nova
and pistol grip models do not fit in this case.)

#90402

Color: Gray (#90095) $40.00

K ALISPEL GUN CASE
The ultimate hard case that even knuckle dragging
luggage handlers can’t destroy, the Benelli hard case is constructed
from .080 aluminum and fully foam lined to hold guns in place
when the four cargo style heavy duty latches are locked into place.
Lockable and airline approved the Benelli hard case also comes
with a tough cloth cover, with accessory pouch for added protection.
#90095

(#90402) $375.00
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A. #90097

B. #90005

GUN SOCK
Most gun cases
hold in moisture,
promoting rust, that’s
why it’s not a good idea to
store your guns in just any old gun case.
The Benelli Gun Sock actually lets the gun
breathe and the material is impregnated with silicone
to keep your gun lubricated and protected from rust.
(#90500) $15.00

SOFT GUN CASES

C. #90180

A. and B. Protect your investment with one of our rugged traditional
canvas cases. Outer shells crafted of tough canvas fabric and lined with
soft quilted cotton batting and flannel. Leather trim and solid brass
hardware. Full length double zipper. Velcro®-flapped accessory pouch with
elastic shell/choke tube loops. Length: 52”
Colors: Flax (#90097) or Black (#90005) $75.00

D. #90053

C. Heavyweight cotton canvas provides superior durability and protection
for both your shotgun and an extra barrel. Outer shell crafted of tough
canvas fabric and lined with soft quilted cotton batting and flannel.
Extra barrel pouch with embroidered Benelli logo and quick-release clasp.
It features top-grain leather handle and tip. Full-length double zipper.
Length: 52”
Color: Black (#90180) $90.00
D. Lightweight canvas slip cases are ideal for transporting your gun to
the field while protecting it from dings and dents. Quick-release clasp and
a shoulder strap for carrying ease. Length: 52”
Color: Black (#90053) $30.00

E. #90071

E. For the utmost in protection, your shotgun deserves to be stored
in one of our floating slip cases. Dense foam padding works to protect
your gun and keep it afloat, should the case fall overboard. Rugged nylon
canvas outer shell stays dry and resists abrasions. Velcro® closure adjusts
for gun lengths up to 54”. Web strap handle, shoulder strap and storage
pocket with embroidered Benelli logo.
Camo pattern: Advantage® Timber HD™ (#90071) $40.00

F. #90072

F. Our zippered floating shotgun case guards your valuable Benelli from
the elements. Not only does it shed water, it will float while housing a
firearm. Dense closed-cell foam padding works to protect your gun and
keep it afloat should the case fall overboard. Full-length zipper allows the
case to be fully opened enabling it to dry after a wet hunt. Heavy-duty
woven nylon canvas outer shell stays dry and resists abrasions. Length: 52”
Camo pattern: Advantage® Max-4™ (#90072) $45.00

G. #90185

G. For superior protection at home, in your vehicle and in the field,
your R1 Rifle or Benelli slug gun needs to be stored in our Scoped
Rifle Slip Case. Quick-release closure adjusts for gun lengths up to 44”.
Heavyweight cotton canvas provides superior durability and protection
during storage or travel. It features a web strap handle, shoulder strap
and storage pocket with embroidered Benelli logo. Length: 46”
Color: Black (#90185) $90.00
H. Originally designed for military deployment and police SWAT Teams,
this tactical gun case is the perfect carrying case for one of the Benelli
tactical or special purpose shotguns. This black soft case is well padded,
super tough and features a specially designed accessory pocket. Length: 42”

H. #90175

Color: Black (#90175) $60.00

T- S H I RT S

Front
Left
Chest
Front
Left Chest Logo

I D T- S H I RT S
This Hanes Beefy-T emblazoned with the Inertia
Driven™ logo is constructed from 6.1 oz. 100%
preshrunk cotton. It features double-needle stitched
and hemmed sleeves and bottom and a doubleneedle stitched overseamed collar.

Front
Left Chest Logo

NEW!

S H O RT S L E E V E T- S H I RT S
This Hanes Beefy-T emblazoned with the Benelli Tactical, or Benelli M4 logo
is constructed from 6.1 oz. 100% preshrunk cotton. It features double-needle
stitched and hemmed sleeves and bottom and a double-needle stitched
overseamed collar.

Short Sleeve $16.00
Long Sleeve $25.00

Sizes: S-XXXL
Sizes: S-XXXL

I nsulated
T ravel T u m bler

Tactical Color: Black,
Sizes: S-XXXL
Short Sleeve $16.00
M4 Color: Olive,
Sizes: S-XXXL
Short Sleeve $16.00

When headed to the range or the field you
can sip your favorite drink, hot or cold with
this Benelli travel tumbler. This stainless steel
tumbler has a 16 oz. capacity and features foam
insulation and plastic inner liner.

S H O OT E R TOW E L
Absorbent hemmed terry cloth towel with
embroidered Benelli logo and velcro strap that
easily attaches to belt loops, sport bags or totes
(no metal rings to scratch your gun)

(#90407) $15.00

Size: 16” X 26”
$25.00

S P O RT S H I RT S
These classically-styled sports shirts are made of 100% combed cotton, with durable double
needle-construction. They feature a three-button front, rib knit collar and cuffs, and
side-seam vents with a drop tail. The Benelli logo appears on the left front and left sleeve.
Colors: Ash, White, Black.

Sizes: M-XL $40.00

XXL $41.00

B E N E L L I H AT S
Shooting hats embroidered with Benelli logos are available in several styles and colors. One size fits all.
NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

#90107

#90116

#90076

NEW!

#90060

NEW!

#90111

#90108

$20.00

#90066

NEW!

#90112

#90113

#90290

#90065

NEW!

#90083

NEW! Benelli Blaze Fleece Watch Cap
#90114

#90084

#90078

#90091
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WORLD RECORD NO. 1

TOM KNAPP is recognized as the greatest exhibition shooter

Tom joined Benelli in 1993 when
he set the world record with his
Benelli M1 Super 90 by throwing nine
standard clay targets and breaking
them with individual shots
in 2.3 seconds.

of modern times. With TV appearances and more than 140 live

WORLD RECORD NO. 2
On July 19, 2000 Tom Knapp, with
his Benelli Nova pump in one hand,
threw eight clay targets in the air with
his other hand and broke everyone
of them with individual shots in an
amazing 2.1 seconds.
WORLD RECORD NO. 3
In Murfreesboro, Tennessee, on
October 20th, 2004 Tom Knapp set
out to make history again. With his
12-ga. Benelli M2 fitted with a
ComforTech™ stock and extended
magazine tube, Tom launched ten clay
targets into the air with one hand
and shot all ten with
individual shots in
an unbelievable
2.2 seconds.

shows a year in The United States and Europe, Tom has thrilled
countless shooters with his seemingly impossible feats with
shotguns. Of course the shotguns that Tom shoots are Benellis.
The holder of two World Records for
hand thrown clay targets — 9 clays with a
Benelli M1 Super 90 in 1993 and 8 clays
with a Benelli Nova Pump in 2000, Tom
set out to do it again. On October 20th
2004 in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, did the
unbelievable, shooting 10 clay targets out
of the air in 2.2 seconds with a Benelli M2
Field with ComforTech ™. Interviewed on
the Shooting USA TV show that witnessed
the World Record breaking event, Tom
commented, “hard work and commitment

are two key elements, but without the
right equipment I could never do it. That’s
why I shoot Benellis.”
We congratulate Tom Knapp on his third
World Record and thank him for being
one of the finest ambassadors that American
shooting sports has ever known.
We’re proud of Tom and we’re proud
that Tom shoots Benellis. Three world
records, three Benelli shotguns and Tom
Knapp high-over-all ... now that’s a winning
hand you can’t beat.

Tom Knapp finally retired his old Benelli M1 Super 90 last year when he donated it to the Buffalo Bill
Historic Center in Cody, Wyoming, where it will be put on permanent display next to the guns of other great
exhibition shooters like Herb Parsons and Annie Oakley. Tom’s old Benelli wasn’t worn out, in fact it had never let Tom down,
but it was after Tom sent his faithful Super 90 to the museum that he sat down and figured out how many rounds the gun had
fired. With over 140 live shows per year, the total number of rounds put through the Benelli was over half a million.
Well, it’s a good thing Tom retired that gun, because at that pace he would have worn it out … in another hundred years or so.
Regular cleaning is important for gun safety.
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Barrel
Length

Stock

Magazine
Capacity

Choke(s)

28˝
26˝
24˝
28˝
26˝
26˝
24˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4™ **
Timber HD™ *
Max-4™ **
Timber HD™ *

3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

Barrel
Length

Stock

Magazine
Capacity

28˝
26˝
28˝
26˝
28˝
26˝
26˝
24˝

Satin walnut
Satin walnut
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4™ **
Max-4™ **
Timber HD™ *
Timber HD™ *

3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1

24˝

Timber HD™ *

24˝

Satin walnut

3+1

3+1

Rifled bore

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

Choke(s)

Adj. rifle

Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

45.6˝

45.6˝

49.6˝
47.6˝
49.6˝
47.6˝
49.6˝
47.6˝
47.6˝
45.6˝

Overall
Length

49.6˝
47.6˝
45.6˝
49.6˝
47.6˝
47.6˝
45.6˝

Overall
Length

**Advantage® Max-4™ HD. *Advantage® Timber HD™.
∆CrioChokes™.
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

10031

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II Rifled

10210

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II with SteadyGrip™

10001
10011
10211
10212
10213
10214
10215
10216

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II Non-ComforTech™

Item
Number

**Advantage® Max-4™ HD. *Advantage® Timber HD™.
∆CrioChokes™.
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram 11/8 oz loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

10016
10021
10026
10101
10106
10107
10111

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II with ComforTech™

Item
Number

7.3 lbs.

7.1 lbs.

7.3 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.3 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.3 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.3 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.
7.3 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.

Average
Weight

Drop
at Heel

Drop
at Comb
MSRP

Drop
at Heel

2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$1515
$1515
$1515
$1635
$1635
$1635
$1635

143/8˝

143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

2˝

2˝

2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝

13/8˝

13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

$1515

$1580

$1450
$1450
$1380
$1380
$1500
$1500
$1500
$1500

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

Length
of Pull

Barrel
Length
Stock

28˝
26˝
24˝
21˝
28˝
26˝
26˝
24˝
21˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4**
Timber HD™ *
Max-4**
Timber HD™ *
Timber HD™ *

28˝
26˝

Satin walnut
Satin walnut

3+1
3+1

3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1

Magazine
Capacity

C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆

C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆

Choke(s)

Red bar
Red bar

Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar

Type of
Sights

Barrel
Length

Stock

28˝
30˝

Synthetic◊
Synthetic◊

4+1
4+1

Magazine
Capacity

C,IC,M,IM,F∆∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆∆

Choke(s)

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

49.6˝
51.6˝

Overall
Length

49.5˝
47.5˝

49.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝
42.5˝
49.5˝
47.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝
42.5˝

Overall
Length

◊ With GripTight™ coating
∆∆ Extended Sport CrioChokes™ (Black)
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram 11/8 oz loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

10636
10637

CORDOBA with ComforTech™

Item
Number

**Advantage® Max-4™ HD. *Advantage® Timber HD™.
∆CrioChokes™.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram 11/8 oz loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

11001
11011

M2 FIELD Non-ComforTech™

11006
11016
11021
11026
11101
11106
11107
11111
11116

M2 FIELD with ComforTech™

Item
Number

SPECIFICATIONS

7.2 lbs.
7.3 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.

7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.
7.0 lbs.
6.9 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.
7.1 lbs.
7.0 lbs.
6.9 lbs.

Average
Weight

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝
143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

Drop
at Comb

MSRP

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$1110
$1110

$1175
$1175
$1175
$1175
$1295
$1295
$1295
$1295
$1295

2˝
2˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

$1665
$1665

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

2˝
2˝

2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

Barrel
Length

Stock

Magazine
Capacity

28˝
30˝

Carbon Fiber
Carbon Fiber

Barrel
Length

28˝
30˝

Satin walnut
Satin walnut

Stock

Barrel
Length

Stock

28˝
26˝

Select walnut
Select walnut

26˝
24˝

Satin walnut
Satin walnut

4+1
4+1

4+1
4+1

C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

Choke(s)

C,IC,M,IM,F∆∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆∆

Choke(s)

C,IC,M,IM,F∆∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆∆

Choke(s)

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram, 11/8 oz. loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

10420
10425

LEGACY Acid etched game scenes

10400
10405

4+1
4+1

Magazine
Capacity

LEGACY Acid etched game scenes

Item
Number

4+1
4+1

Magazine
Capacity

‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
∆∆ Extended Sport CrioChokes™ (Chrome)
Specifications subject to change without notice.

10620
10625

SPORT II

Item
Number

‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
∆∆ Extended Sport CrioChokes™ (Chrome)
Specifications subject to change without notice.

10630
10635

SUPERSPORT with ComforTech™

Item
Number

47.3˝
45.3˝

49.5˝
47.5˝

Overall
Length

49.5˝
51.6˝

Overall
Length

49.6˝
51.6˝

Overall
Length

6.0 lbs.
5.8 lbs.

7.4 lbs.
7.3 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.2 lbs.
7.3 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.2 lbs.
7.3 lbs.

Average
Weight

143/8˝
143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

Drop
at Comb
MSRP

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$1735
$1735

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$1515
$1515

13/8˝
13/8˝

$1515
$1515
21/4˝
21/4˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

$1515
$1515

20-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

21/4˝
21/4˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

21/4˝
21/4˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

2˝
2˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel
Barrel
Length
Stock

Magazine
Capacity

28˝
26˝
24˝
28˝
26˝
24˝
28˝
26˝

4+1
4+1

3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆

Choke(s)

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

Barrel
Length

Stock

Magazine
Capacity

28˝
26˝
24˝
28˝
26˝
26˝
24˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4™ **
Max-4™ **
Timber HD™ *
Timber HD™ *
24˝
24˝

Timber HD™ *
Synthetic
18˝
18˝
18˝
18˝

ComforTech™
Pistol Grip
ComforTech™
Pistol Grip

4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1

4+1
4+1

4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1

Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl.

IC,M,F
IC,M,F

IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F

Choke(s)

Open rifle
Open rifle
Ghost ring
Ghost ring

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

** Advantage® Max-4™ HD. * Advantage® Timber HD™.
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight. Specifications subject to change without notice.

20145
20150
20155
20160

SUPERNOVA Tactical

20135
20140

SUPERNOVA SteadyGrip™

20100
20105
20110
20115
20120
20125
20130

SUPERNOVA with ComforTech™

Item
Number

** Advantage® Max-4™ HD. * Advantage® Timber HD™.
∆ CrioChokes™.
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight. Specifications subject to change without notice.

10805
10815

Satin walnut
Satin walnut

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4™**
Timber HD™*
Timber HD™*

MONTEFELTRO

11071
11073
11075
11121
11126
11131

M2 FIELD with ComforTech™

LEFT-HAND MODELS (Continued)

Item
Number

SPECIFICATIONS

40.0˝
40.0˝
40.0˝
40.0˝

45.5˝
45.5˝

49.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝
49.5˝
47.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝

Overall
Length

49.5˝
47.5˝

49.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝
49.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝

Overall
Length

7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.

7.9 lbs.
7.9 lbs.

8.0 lbs.
7.9 lbs.
7.8 lbs.
8.0 lbs.
7.9 lbs.
7.9 lbs.
7.8 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.1 lbs.
6.9 lbs.

7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.
7.0 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.
7.0 lbs.

Average
Weight

Drop
at Comb

MSRP

Drop
at Heel

23/8˝
23/8˝

2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝

Drop
at Comb

11/2˝
11/2˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$1080
$1080

$1210
$1210
$1210
$1325
$1325
$1325

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

$455
$455
$455
$535
$535
$535
$535
21/4˝
21/4˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

$535
$465
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

$400
$415
$425
$440

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝
143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull
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Barrel
Length

24˝

WeatherCoat™
Walnut

Stock

2+1

Magazine
Capacity

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

Choke(s)

Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

Barrel
Length

28˝
26˝
24˝

Satin walnut
Satin walnut
Satin walnut

Stock

26˝

26˝
24˝

4+1
4+1

4+1

4+1
4+1
4+1

Magazine
Capacity

26˝
24˝

Satin walnut
Satin walnut

4+1
4+1

C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

C,IC,M,IM,F

C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

Choke(s)

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

Barrel
Length

Stock

Magazine
Capacity

Choke(s)

24˝
26˝
28˝
28˝
26˝
24˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4™**
Timber HD™*
Timber HD™*

3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1

C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆
C,IC,M,IM,F∆

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

** Advantage® Max-4™ HD. * Advantage® Timber HD™.
∆ CrioChokes™.
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight. Specifications subject to change without notice.

10066
10071
10076
10116
10121
10126

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II with ComforTech™

LEFT-HAND MODELS

Item
Number

‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight. Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram 11/8 oz loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

10831
10836

MONTEFELTRO SHORT STOCK

10830
10835

Satin walnut
Satin walnut

Select walnut

MONTEFELTRO

10816

MONTEFELTRO GRADE II

10800
10810
10820

MONTEFELTRO

Item
Number

‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight. ∆CrioChokes™.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram 11/8 oz loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

10801

ULTRALIGHT

Item
Number

45.6˝
47.6˝
49.6˝
49.6˝
47.6˝
45.6˝

Overall
Length

45.6˝
43.6˝

47.5˝
45.5˝

47.5˝

49.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝

Overall
Length

45.5˝

Overall
Length

7.1 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.3 lbs.
7.3 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.1 lbs.

Average
Weight

5.4 lbs.
5.3 lbs.

5.6 lbs.
5.5 lbs.

6.9 lbs.

7.1 lbs.
6.9 lbs.
6.8 lbs.

Average
Weight

6.0 lbs.

Average
Weight

Drop
at Comb
MSRP

Drop
at Comb

11/2˝

MSRP

$1335

11/2˝

11/2˝
11/2˝
11/2˝
$1220

$1070
$1070
$1070

Drop
at Heel

21/8˝
21/8˝

23/8˝
23/8˝

Drop
at Comb

11/2˝
11/2˝

11/2˝
11/2˝

MSRP

$1080
$1080

$1070
$1070

20-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

23/8˝

23/8˝
23/8˝
23/8˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

23/8˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

$1545
$1545
$1545
$1665
$1665
$1665

2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

Length
of Pull

121/2˝
121/2˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝

Length
of Pull
Barrel
Length

28˝
26˝
24˝
28˝
26˝
26˝
24˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Synthetic
Max-4™ **
Timber HD™ *
Max-4™ **
Timber HD™ *

Stock

4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1

Magazine
Capacity

26˝
24˝
26˝
24˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Timber HD™ *
Timber HD™ *

Synthetic

24˝
24˝

Synthetic
Timber HD™ *

4+1
4+1

4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1

4+1

IC,M,F
IC,M,F

IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F

IC,M,F/
Rifled Bore

IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F
IC,M,F

Choke(s)

49.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝
49.5˝
47.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝

Overall
Length

Barrel
Length

Stock

Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Magazine
Capacity

Choke(s)

Type of
Sights

24˝
24˝

Synthetic
Timber HD™ *

3+1
3+1

Rifled bore
Rifled bore
24˝
24˝

Synthetic
Timber HD™ *
24˝
24˝

Synthetic
Timber HD™ *

4+1
4+1

3+1
3+1

Synthetic

4+1

Rifled bore

Rifled bore
Rifled bore

Rifled bore
Rifled bore

6.4 lbs.
6.4 lbs.

6.6 lbs.
6.5 lbs.
6.6 lbs.
6.5 lbs.

Drop
at Heel

45.5˝
45.5˝

45.5˝
45.5˝

45.63˝
45.63˝

Overall
Length

8.1 lbs.
8.1 lbs.

7.3 lbs.
7.3 lbs.

7.4 lbs.
7.4 lbs.

Average
Weight

Drop
at Comb

MSRP

13˝
13˝

141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝

141/4˝

141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝
141/4˝

141/4˝

141/4˝
141/4˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

$560

$360
$360
$360
$440
$440
$440
$440

2˝
2˝

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

Drop
at Comb

MSRP

$375
$455

$360
$360
$440
$440

21/4˝

21/4˝
21/4˝

21/4˝
21/4˝

2˝
2˝

13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

$560

$535
$625

$1240
$1360

$1580
$1700

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝

Drop
at Heel

13/8˝
13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

20-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

21/4˝

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝ , 3˝ and 3½˝

Length
of Pull

Specifications subject to change without notice.

44.2˝
44.2˝

47.5˝
45.5˝
47.5˝
45.5˝

Red bar‡/ 47.5˝/45.5˝ 7.9/8.1 lbs.
Cantilever

Adj. rifle
Adj. rifle

Adj. rifle
Adj. rifle

Adj. rifle
Adj. rifle

* Advantage® Timber HD™.
† Receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mounting.
Recoil Reducer fits 12-ga. synthetic field stocks only (Not including ComforTech™ models).
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight. Specifications subject to change without notice.

20099 26˝/24˝

NOVA FIELD AND SLUG COMBO

20054
20083

NOVA PUMP RIFLED SLUG†

11061
11141

M2 FIELD RIFLED SLUG with ComforTech™†

10036
10131

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II RIFLED SLUG with ComforTech™†

RIFLED SLUG GUNS

Item
Number

8.0 lbs.
7.9 lbs.
7.8 lbs.
8.0 lbs.
7.9 lbs.
7.9 lbs.
7.8 lbs.

Average
Weight

Red bar‡/ 47.5˝/45.5˝ 7.9/8.1 lbs.
Cantilever

Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡
Red bar‡

Type of
Sights

** Advantage® Max-4™ HD. * Advantage® Timber HD™.
Recoil Reducer fits 12-ga. synthetic field stocks only. ‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.

20036
20046

NOVA PUMP YOUTH

20030
20035
20040
20045

NOVA PUMP

20099 26˝/24˝

NOVA SLUG AND FIELD COMBO

20000
20003
20006
20071
20075
20076
20080

NOVA PUMP

Item
Number

Barrel
Length

Stock

24˝
24˝

Synthetic
Timber HD™ *

24˝
24˝

Synthetic
Timber HD™ *

4+1
4+1

3+1
3+1

Magazine
Capacity

Rifled bore
Rifled bore

Rifled bore
Rifled bore

Choke(s)

Barrel
Length

26˝
24˝
26˝
24˝

Synthetic
Synthetic
Timber HD™ *
Timber HD™ *

Stock

3+1
3+1
3+1
3+1

Magazine
Capacity

C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F
C,IC,M,IM,F

Choke(s)

Red bar
Red bar
Red bar
Red bar

Type of
Sights

Adj. rifle
Adj. rifle

Adj. rifle
Adj. rifle

Type of
Sights

24˝
21˝

Timber HD™ *
Timber HD™ *

24˝

Timber HD™ *

24˝

Timber HD™ *

3+1

3+1

3+1
3+1

24˝

Timber HD™ *

3+1

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

Red bar‡

Red bar‡

Red bar

Red bar
Red bar

Type of
Sights

45.5˝

45.6˝

45.5˝

45.5˝
42.5˝

Overall
Length

7.1 lbs.

7.1 lbs.

7.0 lbs.

7.0 lbs.
6.9 lbs.

Average
Weight

143/8˝

143/8˝

143/8˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

Drop
at Comb
MSRP

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$535
$625

$1105
$1215

2˝

2˝

2˝

2˝
2˝

Drop
at Heel

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

MSRP

$1030
$1030
$1150
$1150

20-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

Drop
at Heel

21/4˝
21/4˝

21/4˝
21/4˝

$1295
$1295
13/8˝

$1325

2¾˝ and 3˝

13/8˝
13/8˝

$1585
13/8˝

$1665

2¾˝, 3˝ and 3½˝

13/8˝

2¾˝, 3˝ and 3½˝

* Advangtage® Timber HD™. ** Recoil Reducer fits 12-ga. synthetic field stocks only (Not including ComforTech™ models). ∆ CrioChokes™.
† Receiver is tapped and drilled for scope mounting.
‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

10126

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II LEFT-HAND†

10111

SUPER BLACK EAGLE II†

11131

M2 FIELD LEFT-HAND

11111
11116

C,IC,M,IM,F ∆
C,IC,M,IM,F ∆

Choke(s)

Drop
at Heel

20-GAUGE — 2¾˝ and 3˝

2¾˝ and 3˝

Magazine
Capacity

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

141/4˝
141/4˝

143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

M2 FIELD

Stock

5.8 lbs.
5.7 lbs.
5.8 lbs.
5.7 lbs.

Average
Weight

6.7 lbs.
6.7 lbs.

6.5 lbs.
6.5 lbs.

Average
Weight

12-GAUGE

Barrel
Length

47.3˝
45.3˝
47.3˝
45.3˝

Overall
Length

45.5˝
45.5˝

45.3˝
45.3˝

Overall
Length

TURKEY GUNS with ComforTech™

Item
Number

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Minimum recommended load, use 3-dram, 11/8 oz. loads in all Benelli 12-ga. semi-auto shotguns.

11090
11092
11094
11096

M1 FIELD

Item
Number

* Advantage® Timber HD™.
† Receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mount.
Specifications subject to change without notice.

20031
20082

NOVA PUMP SLUG

11091
11150

M1 FIELD SLUG

RIFLED SLUG GUNS†

Item
Number

Barrel
Length
Stock

18˝
18˝
18˝
18˝

Comfort Tech™
Pistol Grip
Comfort Tech™
Pistol Grip

Barrel
Length

18.5˝
18.5˝
18.5˝
18.5˝
18.5˝
18.5˝

Pistol Grip
Standard
Pistol Grip
Standard
ComforTech™
ComforTech™

Stock

18.5˝
18.5˝

Synthetic
Synthetic

Barrel
Length

18.5˝

Synthetic

Stock

4+1

Magazine
Capacity

19.75˝
19.75˝
19.75˝
19.75˝

Standard
Pistol Grip
Standard
Pistol Grip
Specifications subject to change without notice.

11600
11601
11605
11606

5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1

M3 CONVERTIBLE PUMP/AUTO

20090

NOVA PUMP H2O

DEFENSE

Item
Number

Cyl.
Cyl.

IC,M,F ∆
IC,M,F ∆
IC,M,F ∆
IC,M,F ∆
IC,M,F ∆
IC,M,F ∆

Choke(s)

Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl.

Choke(s)

Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl.
Cyl.

Cyl.

Choke(s)

∆ CrioChokes™.

4+1
4+1

5+1
5+1
5+1
5+1
3+1
3+1

Magazine
Capacity

Specifications subject to change without notice.

20050
20051

NOVA PUMP TACTICAL

11052
11053
11054
11055
11027
11029

M2 TACTICAL

DEFENSE

Item
Number

4+1
4+1
4+1
4+1

Magazine
Capacity

Specifications subject to change without notice.

20145
20150
20155
20160

SUPERNOVA Tactical

Item
Number

SPECIFICATIONS

Open rifle
Open rifle
Ghost-ring
Ghost-ring

Open rifle

Type of
Sights

Open rifle
Ghost-ring

Ghost-ring
Ghost-ring
Open rifle
Open rifle
Open rifle
Ghost-ring

Type of
Sights

Rifle
Rifle
Ghost-ring
Ghost-ring

Type of
Sights

45.6˝
45.6˝
45.6˝
45.6˝

40.0˝

Overall
Length

40.0˝
40.0˝

39.75˝
39.75˝
39.75˝
39.75˝
39.75˝
39.75˝

Overall
Length

40.0˝
40.0˝
40.0˝
40.0˝

Overall
Length

7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.

7.2 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.2 lbs.
7.2 lbs.

6.7 lbs.
6.7 lbs.
6.7 lbs.
6.7 lbs.
6.7 lbs.
6.7 lbs.

Average
Weight

7.8 lbs.
7.8 lbs.
7.8 lbs.
7.8 lbs.

Average
Weight

Drop
at Heel

Drop
at Comb

MSRP

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

141/4˝

Length
of Pull

141/4˝
141/4˝

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

Length
of Pull

143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝
143/8˝

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

21/4˝

Drop
at Heel

21/4˝
21/4˝

2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝
2˝

Drop
at Heel

21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝
21/4˝

MSRP

$400
$415
$425
$440

$1110
$1110
$1040
$1040
$1175
$1200

MSRP

$325
$360

$515
13/8˝
n/a
13/8˝
n/a

$1205
$1205
$1260
$1260

2¾˝ and 3˝

13/8˝

2¾˝, 3˝ and 3½˝

12-GAUGE

Drop
at Comb

11/4˝
11/4˝

2¾˝, 3˝ and 3½˝

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

2¾˝ and 3˝

12-GAUGE

Drop
at Comb

13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝
13/8˝

12-GAUGE — 2¾˝, 3˝ and 3½˝

Length
of Pull

w w w.benelliusa.com
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Specifications subject to change without notice.
Receiver is drilled and tapped for scope mount. Picatinny rail is included.
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MSRP

3/8ß


1/ß

3/8ß


ôßßDQGòß

ß

ôßßDQGòß

12-GAUGE

Drop
at Comb

1/ß

1/ß

1/ß

1/ß

1/ß

3/8ß


3/8ß


1/ß

Drop
at Comb

MSRP



3/8ß

1/ß 

3/8ß 



 *$8*(³ôßDQGß
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eel

3/8ß
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1/ß
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† Receiver is tapped and drilled for scope mounting. ‡ Red bar front sight and metal bead mid sight.
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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M2 FIELD STEADYGRIP™†

TURKEY GUNS† SteadyGrip™



NOVA PUMP**

ß

M1 FIELD





7LPEHU +' 

7LPEHU +' 

TURKEY GUNS



129$3803



SUPER BLACK EAGLE II Non-ComforTech™†

TURKEY GUNS**

Drop
t Heel
Length

Stock

ß

ß
6\QWKHWLF¹

6\QWKHWLF¹

Length

ß



6DWLQ ZDOQXW

6DWLQ ZDOQXW

6DWLQ ZDOQXW
6DWLQ ZDOQXW

6DWLQ ZDOQXW

6DWLQ ZDOQXW
6DWLQ ZDOQXW

Stock













Capacity

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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R1 RIFLE

Number





Capacity

¹:LWK*ULS7LJKWFRDWLQJ
Specifications subject to change without notice.



R1



R1

R1 RIFLE with ComforTech™

Item
Number

 'ULOOHG

 'ULOOHG

 'ULOOHG
 'ULOOHG

 'ULOOHG

 'ULOOHG
 'ULOOHG

'ULOOHG

'ULOOHG

7DSSHG ZEDVH

7DSSHG ZEDVH

7DSSHG ZEDVH
7DSSHG ZEDVH

7DSSHG ZEDVH

7DSSHG ZEDVH
7DSSHG ZEDVH

Sights

7DSSHG ZEDVH

7DSSHG ZEDVH

Sights

ß

ß

ß
ß

ß

ß
ß

Length

ß

ß

Length

 OEV

 OEV

 OEV
 OEV

 OEV

 OEV
 OEV

Weight

 OEV

 OEV

Weight

3/ß

Drop
at Heel

MSRP

1/ß



:LQ0DJ

Drop
at Comb

Drop
at Heel

3/ß

Drop
at Comb

1/ß

MSRP



1/ß
1/ß



3/ß

1/ß



:LQ

3/ß
3/ß

3/ß

3/ß

3/ß
3/ß

1/ß
1/ß



1/ß


3/ß

1/ß



:60

3/ß

:60

3/ß
3/ß

:LQ0DJ

3/ß

3/ß
3/ß

6SULQJILHOG

of Pull

ß

6SULQJILHOG

ß

of Pull

™

During 2004 Benelli USA® established a limited number of World Class Dealers™. The Benelli USA®
World Class Collection™ is a selection of premium grade firearms from Benelli, Franchi, and Uberti.
This unique high-grade collection of firearms — previously only available in Europe —
is made from the finest materials, adorned with the most refined engraving, and
complimented with dramatically figured select walnut.
For more information about the Benelli USA® World Class Collection™
of firearms or to locate a World Class Dealer in
your area visit www.benelliusa.com.
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